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From an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors, verifying a regularity condition,
we construct a multiplicative unitary, and an action, at every level of the canonical
tower constructed from the inclusion; when this inclusion admits a faithful semi-
finite normal operator-valued weight, stronger conditions are given, and the tower
appears then as a crossed-product construction. In particular we rederive Herman
and Ocneanu’s results when the inclusion admits a faithful normal conditional
expectation, and the tower is then the crossed-product construction, alternatively
by a compact quantum group and by its dual, and, more precisely, according to
Yamagami’s result, by a compact type Kac algebra and by its dual.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
1.1. The first attempts to define group-like structures (what is now
called ‘‘quantum groups’’) with the help of operator algebras were made to
clarify the duality of locally compact (non abelian) groups, this group-like
structure being then to be put on the ‘‘dual’’ of the locally compact group.
At the algebraic level, the notion of Hopf algebras is commonly used to
deal with discrete groups and their dual objects at the same time, and
therefore, to reach the same aim for general locally compact groups,
because of the analysis of infinite dimensional unitary representations, it
was more or less natural to mix up operator algebras and the algebraic
framework of Hopf algebras. This was made in the 60’s by G.I. Kac, who
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constructed the ‘‘ring-groups’’, a category which contained both
unimodular groups and their duals; this notion leads, in the 70’s, through
the works of M. Takesaki, G. I. Kac and L. Va@$ nermann, J.-M. Schwartz
and the first author, E. Kirchberg and others, to the notion of ‘‘Kac
algebras’’ [ES2], a category which contains both locally compacts groups
and their duals.
1.2. Unfortunately, this theory suffered from a serious lack of non trivial
examples; on the contrary, from the study of the quantum inverse scattering
method, a ‘‘quantization’’ procedure was made by V. G. Drinfeld [D] and
others in order to obtain non commutative and non co-commutative Hopf
algebras by deformations of the enveloping algebras of semi-simple Lie
algebras. Independently, S. L. Woronowicz [W1] constructed a C*-algebra
which was a deformation of the algebra of continuous functions on the
compact Lie group SU(2); this last object, which was essentially the same
as Drinfeld’s construction, satisfies weaker properties than the axioms of
Kac algebras, and, therefore, appeared clearly that the category of Kac
algebras was, in fact, too ‘‘unimodular’’ to contain numerous examples. The
link between Kac algebras and Woronowicz’s work was made by S. Baaj
and G. Skandalis [BS], who put into light the notion of ‘‘multiplicative
unitary’’, which generalizes both situations, and appears now as a good
framework for studying these group-like objects, used for example in [ER]
to study discrete quantum groups (see also [PW] on that subject).
1.3. Another approach can be done: as classical groups were used
(made?) for making groups act on spaces, it is possible to make a quantum
group act on a quantum space (i.e. on an algebra); this was done in the
Kac algebra context in [E], [ES1], and in the multiplicative unitary con-
text in [BS]. To such an action on a von Neumann algebra M0 , it is
possible to construct another von Neumann algebra M1 , called the
crossed-product, which contains M0 ; then, A. Ocneanu [O], applying to
this inclusion Jones subfactor theory, announced that, conversely, for every
irreducible inclusion of II1-factors with finite Jones index, of depth 2 (that
means that M3 & M$0 is a factor, where M0/M1/M2/M3/ } } } is the
canonical tower of factors associated to the inclusion M0/M1), there exist
a finite dimensional Kac algebra K, and a outer action : of K on M0 such
that the initial inclusion is the inclusion of M0 into its crossed-product.
(See also Ocneanu’s postface of [ES2] and the remark in [GHJ] 4.7a); the
proof of this result appears recently ([Sz], [Da], [L]); it is natural to
extend this result in the general subfactor setting, i.e. without restriction on
type of factors or on values of the index. In [HO1], R. Herman and A.
Ocneanu announced, for semi-finite factors, a characterization of crossed
product by twisted actions of discrete groups, and conjectured the case of
discrete Kac algebras.
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1.4. In this paper, we deal with the most general case: let M0/M1 be
an irreducible inclusion of factors, and let (Mi) i # N be the associated Jones’
tower; for all i in N, let denote by Hi be the standard Hilbert space of Mi .
The main regularity condition which appears naturally is that the set of
double intertwiners EndM0, Mo1 (H1 , H2) contains more than the 0 operator,
which roughly says that there exists a ‘‘regular representation’’ of M0/M1 .
Under that regularity condition, this set of double intertwiners is a non-zero
Hilbert space H1 and carries naturally a representation ?1 of M3 & M$0 ;
if the inclusion M0/M1 is depth 2, then ?1 is an isomorphism between
M3 & M$0 and L(H1).
Moreover, we construct a multiplicative unitary W1 on H1 H1 , which
leads to two Hopfvon Neumann algebras A1=(?(M3 & M$0)$, 11) and
A1=(?(M3 & M$1)$, 1 1), and a canonical action :1 of A1 on M1 , such that
M1<:1 A1/M2 ; we get isomorphisms from M3 to L(H1)M1 and from
M4 to L(H1)M2 . All these constructions carry on over to higher levels
of the Jones’ tower, and climbing up one level in the tower appears as a
duality.
This regularity condition can be strengthened by two different conditions
which are dual to each other, and correspond to the compact and discrete
case. In the discrete case, there is a normal conditional expectation from
M1 to M0 , and, in the compact case, from M2 to M1 .
1.5. More generally, if there exists a faithful semi-finite normal
operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 , the regularity condition can be
strengthened. Note that this operator valued-weight is unique up to a
scalar, and the basic construction leads naturally to another faithful semi-
finite normal operator-valued weight T2 from M2 to M1 and, therefore, for
all i1, to a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight Ti from Mi
to Mi&1; we shall call T1 regular if T2 is a semi-finite weight on M2 & M$0 ,
and if T3 is a semi-finite weight on M3 & M$1 . Naturally, it is the case of the
inclusion of a factor into its crossed-product by an outer action of a locally
group G. It is the case, too, in the compact case and in the discrete case.
If the inclusion admits a regular operator-valued weight, Jones’ tower
appears as a tower of crossed-products by alternatively a ‘‘quantum
group’’ and its dual; the natural representations of A1 and A1 on the
Hilbert space H1 turn out to be standard representations of the W*-
algebras A1 and A1 . In the case of compact (or discrete) inclusions, i.e.
in the case when T2 (resp. T1) is bounded, we can prove then that the
multiplicative unitary comes from a compact quantum group or from its
dual, and, therefore, more precisely, according to Yamagami’s result
([Y1], [Y2]), from a compact type Kac algebra or from its dual. This
result had been conjectured by R. Herman and A. Ocneanu ([HO1]);
see also [HO2] on that subject.
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1.6. The paper is organized as follows: paragraphs 2, 3, 4 contain a
closer look at Connes’ spatial theory and Sauvageot’s relative tensor
products, from the view point of an irreducible inclusion, and, in par-
ticular, following [HO1], we construct an analogue of Pimsner-Popa basis
in the infinite index case. These results are more or less well known, since
the numerous talks A. Ocneanu had given on that subject.
Paragraphs 5 to 8 are devoted to the general case of regular depth 2
irreducible inclusions, where we construct the multiplicative unitary and
analyse the structure of Jones’ tower of factors. In paragraph 9 are proved
the specific results in the compact case and the discrete case.
Paragraph 10 is devoted to the general case in the presence of an
operator-valued weight; after the basic construction associated to an inclu-
sion of von Neumann algebras with an operator-valued weight, we prove
several technical lemmas which generalize the operator inequality invoking
Jones’ index given by Pimsner and Popa; these results would imply in
general, without the depth 2 condition, that the tower of relative com-
mutants has the same structure as in the finite index case.
In paragraph 11, we give a complete description of depth 2 inclusions in
the presence of a regular operator-valued weight. In paragraph 12, we
return to compact and discrete case, and prove, in that setting, that we
obtain compact (resp. discrete) quantum groups, and, according to
Yamagami’s result, compact type (resp. discrete type) Kac algebras. If the
inclusion is both compact and discrete, we recover Ocneanu’s theorem.
1.7. The authors are mostly indebted to Adrian Ocneanu for many
fruitful conversations on the subject, and for giving us unpublished notes
([HO2]) by R. Herman and himself on the discrete case.
2. About the Spatial Theory
In this section are mostly recalled basic results and notations about Con-
nes’ spatial theory of von Neumann algebras and weights. In 2.2,
for a von Neumann algebra M and a Hilbert space H which is a left
M-module, we prove the existence of a M-basis of H, with respect of a
specific weight on M. This construction is an analogue of Pimsner-Popa
basis, in the infinite index case. This construction, in particular the idea of
using spectral decompositions for this matter, is following [HO1].
2.1. Definitions and Notations. Let M be a von Neumann algebra
acting on a Hilbert space H, and let  be a faithful semi-finite normal
weight on M; let N , M , H , ? , 4 , J , 2 , ... be the canonical objects
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of the TomitaTakesaki construction associated to the weight . Following
([C], Definition 1), we define the set of -bounded elements of H as
D(H, )=[! # H; _C<, &y!&C &4( y)&, \y # N].
Then, for any ! in D(H, ), there exists a bounded operator R(!) from
H to H, defined, for all y in N by
R(!) 4( y)=y!.
This operator belongs to HomM(H , H), i.e., we have, for all x in M,
and ! in D(H, )
R(!) ?(x)=xR(!).
Moreover, by ([C], Lemma 2), the set D(H, ) is dense in H, stable
under the commutant M$, and, for any y in M$, we have
R( y!)=yR(!).
For any !, ’ in D(H, ), we define
%(!, ’)=R(!) R(’)*,
which belongs to M$; by ([C], Prop. 3), the linear span of these operators
is a dense ideal in M$.
Moreover, we define
(!, ’) =R(’)* R(!),
which belongs to ?(M )$=J?(M ) J . As  is semi-finite, we easily see
that (!, !) =0 implies that !=0.
By [C], Prop. 3, there exists a family (!i) i # I of -bounded elements of
H, such that
:
i
%(!i , !i)=1.
For any ! in D(H, ), we have then (the sum being weakly convergent)
R(!)=:
i
R(!i)(!, !i)  .
Such a family will be called a (M, )-basis of H.
If ! in H is not in D(H, ), it is possible to define, by the same formula
as above, an operator R(!), with a dense domain 4(N), and %(!, !)
still makes sense as an element of the extended positive part of M$ ([T],
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III Def. 1 and Def. 5), defined by (%(!, !), |’, ’)=&R(!)* ’&2 if ’ #
D(R(!)*), and + otherwise.
2.2. Proposition. There exists (!i) i # I a (M, )-basis of H, such that
the operators R(!i) are partial isometries with final supports %(!i , !i) 2 by
2 orthogonal. Moreover, if i{j, then (!i , !j) =0.
Proof. By the density of D(H), ) in H, there exists a family (!:): # A
in D(H, ), such that the closed subspaces M!: are 2 by 2 orthogonal and
such as
H=
:
M!: .
For all :, let us consider the spectral decomposition
%(!: , !:)=|
&R(!:)&2
0
* de:*
and let us put
p:n=|
&R(!:)&2n
&R(!:)&2(n+1)
de:* .
For a given :, the p:n are 2 by 2 orthogonal projections in M$, and
p:=n p:n is the projection over M!: . Let us define
!:n=|
&R(!:)&2n
&R(!:)&2(n+1)
1
- *
de:*!
:,
which belongs to D(H, ), by 2.1 . We easily get
%(!:n , !
:
n)=p
:
n
and then
:
:, n
%(!:n , !
:
n)= :
:, n
p:n=:
:
p:=1
and
R(!)= :
:, n
R(!:n) R
(!:n)* R
(!)= :
:, n
R(!:n)(!, !
:
n)  .
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Let us define now I as the subset of A_N of the (:, n) such that p:n{0 (or,
equivalently, such that !:n{0), and let us write !i and pi instead of !
:
n and
p:n . As ! belongs to piH, we get that, for i{j,
(!j , !i) * (!j , !i) =R
(!j)* R(!i) R(!i)* R(!j)
=R(!j)* piR(!j)=R(!j)* R( pi!j)=0. K
2.3. Definitions and Notations. Let us suppose now there exists an
antilinear bijective isometry J on H. The von Neumann algebra JMJ is
then anti-isomorphic to M, and therefore isomorphic to the opposite von
Neumann algebra Mo (and will be identified to it); we can then define on
it the opposite faithful semi-finite normal weight o; we have
No=JNJ, and the Hilbert space Ho will be, as usual, identified with
H , by the identification, for all x in N , of 4o(JxJ) with J4(x). We
may then define the o-bounded elements of H as the set
D(H, o)=[! # H; _C<, &JyJ!&C &4( y)&, \y # N]
and, for any ! in D(H, o), the bounded operator Ro(!), by, for all y in
N (cf. [S1] 0.4.2),
Ro(!) J4( y)=JyJ!.
This operator belongs to HomMo(H , H), i.e., we have, for all x in M,
Ro(!) J! ?(x) J=JxJR
o
(!).
Moreover, D(H, o) is dense, stable under (JMJ)$=N, and, for all y in
N, we have
Ro( y!)=yRo(!).
Then, for any !, ’ in D(H, o), the operator %o(!, ’)=Ro(!) Ro(’)*
belongs to N, and the linear span generated by these elements is a dense
ideal in N. Moreover, the operator-valued product (!, ’)o=
Ro(’)* Ro(!) belongs to ?(M ); more precisely, it lies in M ([C],
Lemma 4), and we have, by ([S1], Lemme 1.5),
4((!, ’) o)=R
o
(’)* !.
A (Mo, o)-basis of H is therefore, by 2.1, a family (!i) i # I of o-bounded
elements of H, such that
:
i
%o(!i , !i)=1.
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We have, then, for all ! in D(H, o),
Ro(!)=:
i
Ro(!i)(!, !i) o
!=:
i
Ro(!i) 4((!, !i) o).
Using 2.2, it is possible to choose the (!i) i # I such that the R
o
(!i) are par-
tial isometries, with final supports %o(!i , !i) 2 by 2 orthogonal.
2.4. Lemma. With the hypothesis and notations of 2.3, if (!i) i # I is a
(Mo, o)-basis a H, we have
N=[Ro(!i) xR
o
(!j)*, x # ?(M ), i, j # I]".
Proof. For any !, ’ in D(H, o), x in ?(M ), the element
Ro(!) xRo(’)* belongs to (JMJ)$=N, and, therefore, we have
[Ro(!i) xR
o
(!j)*, x # ?(M ), i, j # I]"/N.
Moreover, we have, for any !, ’ in D(H, o),
%o(!, ’)=:
i, j
Ro(!i)(!, !i) o (’, !j)*o R
o(!j)*
and so %o(!, ’) belongs to [Ro(!i) xR
o
(!j)*, x # ?(M ), i, j # I]". As the
set of these operators is dense in N, we get the result. K
2.5. Remark. The set D(H , o) is equal to 4(N), and, for x in N ,
Ro(4(x)) is then equal to ?(x); a (Mo, o)-basis of H is a family of
left-bounded vectors (’i)i # I of H such that the left multiplications ?(’i)
verify i ?(’i) ?(’i)*=1; by 2.2, it is possible to choose the (’i) i # I such
that these operators ?(’i) ?(’i)* are 2 by 2 orthogonal projectors.
If !, ’ are left-bounded vectors of H , with ’ analytical with respect to
, then, %(!, ’) belongs to M , and we have
(%(!, ’))=(! | 2’).
2.6. Lemma. (i) For i=1, 2, let Hi be two Hilbert spaces on which the
von Neumann algebra M is acting, and, for each i, let Ji be an antilinear
bijective isometry on Hi ; let now ! be in D(H1 , o), and X be in
HomMo(H1 , H2); then X! belongs to D(H2 , o), and we have
Ro(X!)=XRo(!).
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(ii) Let X be in HomMo(H , H), x in N , then X4(x) belongs to
D(H, o), and we have
Ro(X4(x))=X?(x).
Proof. For any y in N , we get
XRo(!) J4( y)=XJ1 yJ1 !=J2 yJ2 X!,
which gives (i). Using 2.5, let us apply (i) to H and H, and we get (ii). K
2.7. Lemma. Let X be in HomM o(H , H), ! in D(H, o), then
X*Ro(!) belongs to N , and we have
4(X*R
o
(!))=X*!.
Proof. The operator X*Ro(!) belongs to ?(M ), and we get, using
([C], Lemma 4),
(Ro(!)* XX*Ro(!))&X&2 (Ro(!)* Ro(!))=&X&2 &!&2.
Moreover, for any y in N , we have, using 2.6(ii) and ([C], Lemma 4)
again,
(4(X*R
o
(!)) | 4( y))=(?( y)* X*R
o
(!))
=(Ro(X4( y))* R
o
(!))
=(! | X4( y))=(X*! | 4( y)),
which gives the result. K
2.8. Definitions and Notations. With the notations of 2.3, let now .
be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on N; the spatial derivative d.do
is defined, for any ! in D(H, o), by the formula ([C], Def. 7),
"\ d.do+
12
!"=.(%o(!, !)).
For any ! in H, we still have ([T], III Remark 12)
 d.do , |!, !=.(%o(!, !)).
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For any ! in D((d.do)12), the element %o(!, !) of the positive extended
part of N is a densely defined positive operator affiliated to N; in fact, if we
write
%o(!, !)=|

0
* df*+p,
where ( f*)* # R+ is the appropriate spectral resolution such that
lim*   f*=1&p, we have then, for all n in N,
"\ d.do+
12
!"=.(%o(!, !))n.( p),
from which we get that .( p)=0, and, . being faithful, p=0.
By ([H], II.2), the space D(H, o) & t # R D((d.d
o)t) is dense in H;
then, for any ! in that space, we get, from ([S1], 1.6b), the following inclu-
sion between unbounded operators:
_.&i2(%
o(!, !))#Ro \\ d.do+
12
!+ Ro \\ d.do+
&12
!+*.
Moreover, we may define, for any ! in H, an element %.o(!, !) of the
extended positive part of (JNJ)$=M; more precisely ([S1], 1.7), for any
! in D((d.do)12), the element (d.do)12 ! belongs to D(H, 0) if and
only if J! belongs to D(H, .o), and we have
?(%.
o
(!, !))=\ d.do+
12
J!, \ d.do+
12
J!o .
If the von Neumann algebra M is acting on H , the opposite von
Neumann algebra Mo is then identified to the commutant M$, and we
have, trivially ([T], 23),
d
do
=2 .
2.9. Proposition. With the notations of 2.3 and 2.8, there is a (Mo, o)-
basis of H, (!i) i # I , such that each !i belongs to D(H, o) & D((d.do)12)
and that the %o(!i , !i) are 2 by 2 orthogonal projectors.
Proof. Thanks to the density of D(H, o) & t # R D((d.d
o)t) in H
(2.8), it is possible, in the proof of 2.2, to begin with vectors !: in that
dense subspace; then, from (2.8), we get that the projections p:n belong to
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D(_.&i2); then, with ([S1], 1.6a), we get that the vectors !
:
n are in
D(H, o) & D((d.do)12) and that
\ d.do+
12
!:n=_
.
&i2( p
:
n) \ d.do+
12
!:. K
2.10. Definitions and Notations. With the notations of 2.3, let now
K be another Hilbert space on which the von Neumann algebra M is act-
ing. Following J.-L. Sauvageot ([S1], 2.1), we define the relative tensor
product H K as the Hilbert space obtained from the algebraic tensor
product D(H, o) x K equipped with the scalar product defined, for !,
!1 , !2 in D(H, o), ’, ’1 , ’2 in K, by
(!1 x ’1 | !2 x ’2)=((!1 , !2) o ’1 | ’2),
where we have identified M with ?(M ) for simpliflying the notations.
The image of ! x ’ in H K will be denoted by ! ’. We shall use
intensively this construction; one should bear in mind that, if we start from
another faithful semi-finite normal weight, we get another Hilbert space,
which is isomorphic to the first one ([S1], 2.6).
3. Basic Construction
In this section is recalled the definition, in the most general feature, of
Jones’ basic construction associated to an inclusion of two von Neumann
algebras. In 3.7, Sauvageot’s relative tensor product is used to give a con-
crete construction of the standard Hilbert space of the von Neumann
algebra M2 constructed from an inclusion M0/M1 . These results follow
the ideas developed in [O] and ([HO], Th. 5). The canonical example of
the inclusion of a von Neumann algebra within its crossed-product by a
locally compact group is studied in 3.3.
3.1. Definitions and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras; let i be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on Mi
(i=0, 1); we shall write Hi instead of Hi , etc. Following ([J], 3.1.5(i)), the
von Neumann algebra M2=J1M$0J1=EndM o0(H1) will be called the basic
construction from the inclusion M0/M1 (or we shall say the inclusion
M0/M1/M2 is standard). From 2.3, we know that, for any !, ’ in
D(H1 , o0), the operator %
 o0(!, ’) belongs to M2 , and that the linear span
generated by these operators is a dense ideal in M2 . Let 2 be a faithful
semi-finite normal weight on M2; we shall write H2 instead of H2 ,
etc. With those notations, it is just straightforward to check that
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M$2/M$1/M$0 is a standard inclusion. And using the identifications given
in 2.3, we get then that the inclusion M o0/M
o
1/M
o
2 is standard.
3.2. Example. Let G be a locally compact group, and let (:g)g # G a
continuous action of G on a von Neumann algebra A; let us define, as
usual, for all x in A, :(x) as the function g  :g(x); then, :(x) can be con-
sidered as an element of AL(G), and : is then a normal injective
morphism from A to AL(G), which satisfies
(: i) :=(i1G) :,
where 1G is the coproduct defined on L(G) by the product of G ([ES]
1.1.2). The cross-product A <: G is then defined ([NT], 2.2) as the von
Neumann algebra generated, on L2(A)L2(G), by :(A) and CL2(A)
R(G), where L2(A) is the standard Hilbert space of A, and R(G) is the von
Neumann generated by the right regular representation.
3.3. Proposition Let G be a locally compact group, and let (:g)g # G a
continuous action of G on a von Neumann algebra A; then, the basic con-
struction given by the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is the von Neumann algebra
AL(L2(G)).
Proof. For all g in G, let ug be Haagerup’s standard implementation of
:g ; it is well-known that the function g  ug is continuous, and can be con-
sidered as an unitary element U of L(L2(A))L(G), which satisfies
U*=(JA J ) U(JAJ ),
where J is the canonical antilinear involutive isometry associated on L2(G)
by the TomitaTakesaki construction made on R(G). Moreover, the
algebra A <: G is standard on L2(A)L2(G), and the crossed-product
commutation theorem gives that U(JAJ ) is the canonical antilinear
involutive isometry associated by the Tomita-Takesaki construction.
Therefore, the basic construction made from the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is
given by
U(JAJ ) :(A)$ U(JAJ )=(JAJ ) U*U(A$L(L2(G))) U*U(JAJ )
=AL(L2(G)). K
3.4. Remark. Mutatis mutandis, the same construction and the same
result are available for Kac algebras: if K=(M, 1, }, .) is a Kac algebra
(see [ES2] for a definition), an action : of K on a von Neumann algebra
A is a normal injective morphism : from A to AM, such that
(: i) :=(i1 ) :.
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Then ([E]), the crossed-product A <: K is defined as the von Neumann
algebra generated by :(A) and CM $, where K =(M , 1 , }^, .^) is the dual
Kac algebra of K. In particular, a coaction : of a locally compact group
G on a von Neumann algebra A is an action of the Hopf (Kac) algebra
whose underlying von Neumann algebra is the von Neumann algebra
R(G) generated by the right regular representation \G on A, i.e. a normal
injective morphism : from A to AR(G) such that
(: i) :=(i1G) :,
where 1G is the coproduct defined on R(G), for all g in G, by
1G(\G(g))=\G(g)\G(g),
and the crossed-product A <: G is the von Neumann algebra generated by
:(A) and CL(G).
Then, in the general case of an action of a Kac algebra, the basic con-
struction given by the inclusion :(A)/A <: K is the von Neumann algebra
AL(H.). The proof is exactly the same as 3.3, using an analog of
Haagerup’s standard implementation for an action of a Kac algebra on a
von Neumann algebra, defined in ([ES1], III.5); it is proved that such an
implementation exists for every integrable action (and therefore, for every
dual action) in ([ES1], III.l9), and, more generally, for every group coac-
tion in ([S2] 4.5), and every action of a Kac algebra in ([S2] 4.6). We
shall use that fact later on (4.2) for the dual coaction of a group action.
3.5. Lemma ([S1], 1.3). Let ! be in D(H1 , o0), x in M0 , analytic with
respect to 0 . Then J1 _0&i2(x*) J1! belongs to D(H1 , 
o
0), and we have
R
o
0(J1_0&i2(x*) J1 !)=R
 o0(!) x.
3.6. Lemma. Let !, ’ be in D(H1 , o0) & D((d2 d
o
0)
12); then, for every
x in M0 , R
o
0(!) xR
o
0(’)* belongs to M2 , and we have
2(R
o
0(!) xR
o
0(’)*)=\xJ1\d2do0+
12
’ } J1\d2do0+
12
!+ .
Proof. Let us suppose that x is analytic with respect to 0 . Then, by
([S1], 1.6(i)), J1_0&i2(x*) J1! belongs to D((d2d
o
0)
12), and
\d2do0+
12
J1 _0&i2(x*) J1 !=J1x*J1\d2do0+
12
!.
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So, then, we have
\xJ1\d2do0+
12
’ } J1\d2do0+
12
!+=\J1x*J1\d2do0+
12
! } \d2do0+
12
’+
=\\d2do0+
12
J1_0&i2(x*) J1 ! } \d2do0+
12
’+
=2(R
o
0(J1_0&i2(x*) J1!) R
 o0(’)*)
=2(R
o
0(!) xR
o
0(’)*),
using 2.8 and 3.5. By the normality of 2 , we infer, for any positive x in
M0 , that
2(R
o
0(!) xR
o
0(!)*)\xJ1\d2do0+
12
! } J1\d2do0+
12
!+ .
The application x  2(R
o
0(!) xR
o
0(!)*) is therefore a finite normal
weight; it is then ultraweakly continuous, and we get the result, by con-
tinuity and polarisation, from the formula above. K
3.7. Proposition. Let ! in D(H1 , o0), ’ in D(H1 , 
o
0) & D((d2 
do0)
12); then we have, where (cf. 2.10) 0 means the relative tensor product
over M0 , with respect to 0 , defined in ([S1] 2.1),
2(%
o
0(!, ’)* %
o
0(!, ’))="!0 J1\d2do0+
12
’"
2
.
Proof. We have
%
o
0(!, ’)* %
o
0(!, ’)=R
o
0(’)(!, !)  o0 R
 o0(’)*.
Therefore, by 3.6, we have
2(%
o
0(!, ’)* %
o
0(!, ’))=\(!, !)  o0 J1\d2$o0+
12
’ } J1\d2do0+
12
’+ ,
which, by ([S1], 2.1), gives the result. K
3.8. Theorem ([S1], 3.1). Let !, ’ in D(H1 , o0) & D((d2 d
o
0)
12); the
application given by
42(%
o0(!, ’))  !0 J1\d2do0+
12
’
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can be extended to an isomorphism from H2 to H1 0 H1 which sends J2 on
the application ( for !1 , !2 in D(H1 , o0)) !10 !2  J1!20 J1 !1 , for all
real t the operator 2it2 on the application !1 0 !2  (d2 d
o
0)
it !0
J1(d2do0)
&it J1’, the representation ?2 on the representation of M2 given
by x  x0 1H1 . In that sense, we shall identify H2 with H10 H1 , etc.
Proof. As J1 is an isomorphism from H1 to the conjugate space H1 , the
first part of this result appears then as a reformulation of [S1] 3.1 and 3.2,
and the modular operator is given by an easy application, in that special
case, of [S3] 2.3. K
3.9. Corollary. Let (!i) i # I be a (M0 , o0)-basis of H1 verifying the
properties of 2.9; then (!i 0 J1(d2d
o
0)
12 !i)i # I is a (M2 , o2)-basis of H2 .
Proof. It is clear from 2.3, 2.5, 2.9, and 3.8. K
3.10. Definition and Proposition. Let ! in D(H1 , o0); let us define
([S1], 2.2a) the bounded linear application L! from H1 to H2 defined, for
any ’ in H1 by
L!(’)=!0 ’.
Then, L! belongs to HomM o1(H1 , H2), and we have
L!=R
o
0(!)0 1H1 .
Proof. As R
o
0(!) belongs to HomMo0(H0 , H1) (2.3), we may define
([S1] 2.3) the operator R
o
0(!)0 1H1 which belongs to HomM o1(H00 H1 ,
H1 0 H1). By ([S1] 2.4), we identify H00 H1 with H1 , writing, for any
y in N0 ,
40( y)0 ’=y’
and, by 3.8, we identify H10 H1 with H2 . If we take now y analytic with
respect to 0 , we have
(R
o
0(!)0 1H1) y’=(R
 o0(!)0 1H1)(40( y)0 ’)
=R
o
0(!) 40( y)0 ’
=R
o
0(!) J0 40(_
0
i2( y)*)0 ’
=J1(_0i2( y)*) J1 !0 ’
=!0 y’
by ([S1], 2.2b), which, by continuity, gives the result. K
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3.11. Corollary. Let !, ’ in D(H1 , o0). Then, we get
L’*L!=(!, ’)  o0
L! L’*=%
 o0(!, ’)0 1H1=?2(%
 o0(!, ’)).
Proof. Trivial from 2.3 and 3.8. K
3.12. Lemma. Let ! in D(H1 , o0), ’ in 41(N1). Then, the element
!0 ’ belongs to D(H2 , 
o
1), and we have
R
o
1(!0 ’)=L!?(’),
where ?(’) is the left multiplication by ’.
Proof. Using 3.10 and 2.5, let us apply 2.6(i) to L! and ’, and we get
the result. K
3.13. Theorem. Let (!i) i # I a (Mo0 , 
o
0)-basis of H1 , (’j) j # J a (M
o
1 , 
o
1)-
basis of H1 ; then (!i0 ’j)(i, j) # I_J is a (M
o
1 , 
o
1)-basis of H2 .
Proof. From 3.12, we get that R
o
1(!i0 ’j)=L!i ?(’j). Moreover, we
have, from 2.5, 3.11, and 2.3,
:
i, j
L!i ?(’j) ?(’j)* L*!i=:
i
L!i\:j ?(’j) ?(’j)*+ L*!i=:i L!i L*!i=1. K
3.14. Lemma. Let !, ’ in D(H1 , o0). Then, !0 ’ belongs to
D(H2 , o0), and we have
R
o
0(!0 ’)=L!R
 o0(’).
Proof. The result is clear by 3.10 and 2.6(i). K
3.15. Theorem. Let (!i) i # I a (Mo0 , 
o
0)-basis of H1 ; then (!i0 !j) i, j # I
is a (Mo0 , 
o
0)-basis of H2 .
Proof. From 3.14, we get that R
o
0(!i0 !j)=L!i R
o0(!j). Moreover,
we have, from 3.11 and 2.3,
:
i, j
L!i %
 o0(!j , !j) L*!i=:
i
L!i\:j %
o0(!j , !j)+ L*!i=:i L!i L*!i=1. K
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4. Iterating the Basic Construction
In this section is defined the canonical tower (Mi) i # N associated to an
inclusion of two von Neumann algebras M0/M1 . In 4.5 is proved, in that
general feature, that the algebra M4 is the basic construction from the
inclusion M0/M2 , which is an essential result proved in the II1-factors
case in [PP2]. In 4.2 is described the tower constructed from the inclusion
of a von Neumann algebra within its cross-product.
4.1. Definitions and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras; following ([PP2]), we define the canonical tower as a
sequence of standard inclusions Mi/Mi+1/Mi+2 defined by recurrence
for all i in N. Let i be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on Mi ; for all
i, we shall write Hi instead of Hi , etc.
It is clear, using 3.1, that, if (Mi) i # N is the canonical tower associated to
an inclusion of two von Neumann algebras M0/M1 , then, (Moi ) i # N will
be the canonical tower associated to the inclusion Mo0/M
o
1 .
4.2. Example. (i) Let : be an action of the locally compact group G
on a von Neumann algebra A (3.2); then, by ([NT], 2.4), there exists on
A <: G a canonical coaction :~ of G, such that the double crossed-product
(A <: G) <:~ G is, by Takesaki’s biduality theorem ([NT], 2.5), isomorphic
to AL(L2(G)). More precisely, this isomorphism, for any X in A <: G,
sends :~ (X ) on X. So, the inclusion
A <: G/AL(L2(G))
is isomorphic to the inclusion
:~ (A <: G)/(A <: G) <:~ G
and the basic construction made from this inclusion leads, therefore, by 3.4
to an algebra isomorphic to (A <: G)L(L2(G)). More precisely, we get,
from the inclusion :(A)/A <: G, a tower beginning by
:(A)C/:~ (A <: G)/(A <: G) <:~ G /(A <: G)L(L2(G))
or, if we identify every algebra with its image inside its cross-product, we
get the tower
A/A <: G/AL(L2(G))
/A <: GL(L2(G))/AL(L2(G))L(L2(G))/ } } } .
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(ii) The same result exists for an action of a Kac algebra (3.4): on
the cross product A <: K exists a canonical action :~ of the Kac algebra K $
([ES2], 3.5.4 and 2.2.5; [E] II.7) and an analog of Takesaki’s biduality
theorem exists ([ES1], 4.3); therefore, from the inclusion :(A)/A <: K,
we obtain a tower beginning by
:(A)C/:~ (A <: K)/(A <: K) <:~ K $/(A <: K)L(H.)
or, if we identify every algebra with its image inside its cross-product, we
get the tower
A/A <: K/AL(H.)/A <: KL(H.)
/AL(H.)L(H.)/ } } } .
4.3. Proposition. The Hilbert space H3=H2 1 H2 may (and will ) be
identified with H10 H10 H1 .
More precisely, there is an isomorphism from H21 H2 =
(H10H1)1 (H10 H1) to H10 H10 H1 , which sends
(!0 ’)1(!$0 ’$) on !0 ?(’) !$0 ’$ ( for !, !$ in D(H1 , 
o
0), ’ in
41 (N1), ’$ in H1). With this identification, the application L! 0 ’ from H2
to H3 , defined as in 3.10, is equal to (L! 0 1H1) ?2(?(’)), the antilinear
isometry J3 is the application !10 !2 0 !3  J1!30 J1!2 0 J1!1 ,
and the representation ?3 is the representation of M3 given by x  x0 1H1 .
Proof. Clear from ([S1], 2.4b). K
4.4. Proposition. For all i in N, the Hilbert space Hi may (and will ) be
identified with H10 H10 } } } 0 H1 (i times), with
Ji (!10 !20 } } } 0 !i)=J1!i0 J1!i&10 } } } 0 J1!1
and, for all x in Mi , ?i (x)=x0 1H1 .
Proof. By recurrence, using 3.8 and 4.3. K
4.5. Theorem. The inclusion M0/M2/M4 is standard. More precisely,
if N is the basic construction from the inclusion M0/M2 , we have
M4=N0 1H1 .
Proof. Let us take (!i) i # I a (Mo0 , 
o
0)-basis of H1 verifying the condi-
tions of 2.9, and let (’j) j # J be a (M o1 , 
o
1)-basis of H1 (2.5); then, by 3.13,
(!i0 ’j)(i, j) # I_J is a (M
o
1 , 
o
1)-basis of H2 . By 3.9, (!k0 J1(d2 
do0)
12 !k)k # I is a (M o2 , 
o
2)-basis of H2 , and, applying 3.13 to the inclusion
M1/M2 , we get that (!i0 ’j)1 (!k 0 J1(d2 d
o
0)
12 !k) i, k # I; j # J
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or, with the identification of 4.3, (!i 0 ?(’j) !k 0 J1(d2 
do0)
12 !k) i; k # I, j # J , is a (Mo2 , 
o
2)-basis of H3 . We get, by 3.12 and 4.3,
R
o
0\!i 0 ?(’j) !k0 J1\d2do0+
12
!k+
=R
o
0\(!i 0 ’j)1 \!k 0 J1\d2do0+
12
!k++
=L!i 0 ’j ?2(%
 o0(!k , !k))
=L!i ?(’j) %
o0(!k , !k)0 1H1
and, by 2.4, the von Neumann algebra M4 is therefore generated by the
elements
L!i ?(’j) %
o0(!k , !k) x%
o
0(!k$ , !k$)* ?(’j $)* L*!i $ 0 1H1
for all x in M2 , and all i, i $, k, k$ in I, j, j $ in J; M4 is therefore included
in the von Neumann algebra generated by the elements L!i xL*!i $ 0 1H1 ,
for all x in M2 , and all i, i $ in I. As, for all x in M2 , we have
:
j, j $, k, k$
?(’j) %
o
0(!k , !k) ?(’j)* x?(’j $) %
o
0(!k$ , !k$) ?(’j $)*
=\:j ?(’j)\:k %
 o0(!k , !k)+ ?(’j)*+
_x \:j $ ?(’j $)\:k$ %
 o0(!k$ , !k$)+ ?(’$j)*+
=\:j ?(’j) ?(’j)*+ x\:j $ ?(’j $) ?(’j $)*+=x;
it is, in fact, equal to this von Neumann algebra.
On the other hand, the von Neumann algebra N is generated, by 3.15,
3.14 and 2.4, by the elements L!i R
 o0(!k) xR
o
0(!k$)* L*!$i for all x in M0 , i,
i $, k, k$ in I. But, as, by 2.4, M2 is the von Neumann algebra generated by
the R
o
0(!k) xR
o
0(!k$)*, for all x in M0 , and all k, k$ in I, we get the
result. K
4.6. Theorem [BDH]. For all i in N, the space HomMio(Hi , Hi+1),
with the Mi-valued product (X, Y)=Y*X, is a self-dual (right) Mi -Hilbert
module (self-dual Mi -rigged space, with the terminology of ([R])), and the
application given, for all X in HomMio(Hi , Hi+1) and ! in Hi , by
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XMi !  X! (where Mi means Rieffel ’s inducing functor ([R], 3.6)) is an
isomorphism from HomMio(Hi , Hi+1)Mi Hi onto Hi+1.
Proof. It is just a rewriting of ([BDH], 2.2). K
4.7. Definitions. For all i1, let ji be the anti-automorphism of
L(Hi) defined, for x in L(Hi), by
ji (x)=Ji x*Ji .
By 4.1, the inclusion Mi&1/Mi/Mi+1 being standard, we have ji (M$i&1)=
Mi+1 and, therefore, the algebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 is stable under ji ; we shall
denote again ji its restriction to this algebra.
One step further, we have ji+1(Mi+2)=M$i and the algebra Mi+2 & M$i
is stable under ji+1 . Moreover, as the inclusion Mi&1/Mi+1/Mi+3 is
standard, by 4.5 applied to the inclusion Mi&1/Mi , we have ji+1(M$i&1)=
Mi+3 , and the algebra Mi+3 & M$i&1 is stable under ji+1 . Moreover, as
ji+1(Mi+1)=M$i+1 , we get
ji+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1)=Mi+3 & M$i+1
ji+1(Mi+2 & M$i&1)=Mi+3 & M$i
and ji+1 is an anti-isomorphism from Mi+2 & M$i&1 to Mi+3 & M$i , and
ji+2 b ji+1 is an automorphism from Mi+2 & M$i&1 to Mi+4 & M$i+1.
So, by recurrence, for all n1, j2n+1 b } } } b j2 is an isomorphism from
M3 & M$0 to M2n+3 & M$2n , and, therefore, from M2 & M$0 to M2n+2 & M$2n
and from M3 & M$1 to M2n+3 & M$2n+1 .
The same way, for all n1, j2n+2 b } } } b j3 is an isomorphism from
M4 & M$1 to M2n+4 & M$2n+1 , and, therefore, from M3 & M$1 to
M2n+3 & M$2n+1 and from M4 & M$2 to M2n+4 & M$2n+2 .
5. Irrecucible Inclusions
Let M0/M1 an irreducible inclusion of factors, and (Mi) i # N the canoni-
cal tower associated, Hi the standard Hilbert space of Mi . Then, (5.2), the
double intertwiners space HomMi&1, M io(Hi , Hi+1) is a Hilbert spaces Hi ,
these Hilbert spaces being canonically 2 by 2 anti-isomorphic; the inclusion
will be called regular if these Hilbert spaces are not reduced to [0].
Moreover (5.4), the relative commutant Mi+2 & M$i&1 is naturally acting
on Hi . These representations are, alternatively, isomorphic, either to the
representation of M3 & M$0 on H1 , or to the opposite representation of
(M3 & M$0)
o on H1 (5.7.)
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5.1. Definitions. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras; this inclusion will be said irreducible if the relative commutant
M$0 & M1 is C. It is then trivial that both M0 and M1 are factors.
In the sequel, M0/M1 will denote an irreducible inclusion of factors.
Then, it is easy to see that, for all i in N, the inclusion Mi/Mi+1 defined
in 4.1 is irreducible; in fact, we have, by 2.3,
M$1 & M2=J1M1J1 & J1M$0J1=J1(M1 & M$0) J1=C
and the result is proved by recurrence.
It is straightforward to see that Mo0/M
o
1 is irreducible if and only if
M0/M1 is irreducible.
Let : be an action of a locally compact group G (resp. a Kac algebra K)
on a factor A; we shall say that : is outer if the inclusion :(A)/A <: G
(resp. :(A)/A <: K) is irreducible. It is then clear that the dual coaction
of G (resp. the dual action of K $ is outer, too
5.2. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors; then,
for all i1, the space HomMi&1, Mio(Hi , Hi+1), equipped with the scalar
product (x | y)=y*x, is a Hilbert space Hi . Moreover, the application
x  Ji+2(1Hi i&1 x) Ji+1
is an anti-isomorphism Fi from hi to Hi+1.
Proof. If x, y belong to HomMi&1, Mio(Hi , Hi+1), y*x is a bounded
operator on Hi , and belongs to (JiMiJi)$ & M$i&1=Mi & M$i&1=C. There-
fore, (x, y)  y*x is a scalar product, and HomMi&1, M io(Hi , Hi+1) is a pre-
Hilbert space. Let now be (xn) a Cauchy sequence in this pre-Hilbert space;
for any | positive in the predual Mi* , we have
|((xm&xn)* (xm&xn))=(xm&xn)* (xm&xn) |(1)  m, n   0
and so it is also a Cauchy sequence for the _-topology of the self-dual
Hilbert module HomM io(Hi , Hi+1) ([BDH], 1.2); therefore, by ([P], 3.8),
it converges to an element x in HomMio(Hi , Hi+1); for any unitary u in
Mi&1 , we easily get that uxnu* _ uxu*, and as uxnu*=xn for all n, we
see that x belongs to HomMi&1, Mio(Hi , Hi+1), which is therefore complete,
and a Hilbert space Hi .
Let now x be in Hi ; then 1Hi i&1 x belongs, by ([S1], 2.3) and 3.8
applied to Hi+1 , to HomMi+1, M io(Hi+1 , Hi i&1 Hi+1); but, by 4.4 and 3.8
again, we have Hii&1 Hi+1=Hii&1 Hi0 H1=Hi+10 H1=Hi+2 ,
and so Fix belongs to HomMi, Moi+1(Hi+1, Hi+2)=Hi+1. We easily see that
Fi is an antilinear isometry. Let y be in HomMi+1, Mio(Hi+1 , Hi+2); then
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1Hi i+1 y belongs, by ([S1] 2.3), to HomMi&1, Mio(Hii+1 Hi+1 ,
Hi i+1 Hi+2); but Hi i+1 Hi+1=Hi , by ([S1], 2.4b), and Hii+1
Hi+2=Hii+1 Hi+10 H1=Hi0 H1=Hi+1 , by 4.4, ([S1], 2.4a) and
4.4 again, and so 1Hi i+1 y belongs to Hi .
Moreover, as Hi i+1 Hi=Hi&1 , by ([S1], 3.1), we get, for any x in Hi ,
that 1Hi i+1 1Hi i&1 x=1Hi&1 i&1 x=x, by ([S1], 2.4b), and the
application y  1Hi i+1 y is therefore the inverse of the application
x  1Hi i&1 x; from which we infer that Fi is surjective. K
5.3. Definition and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclu-
sion of factors; this inclusion will be said regular if the Hilbert space H1
defined in 5.2 is not reduced to [0]. Thanks to 5.2, it is then clear that, for
all i in N, the inclusion Mi/Mi+1 defined in 4.1 is regular. In the sequel,
the results remain true without this hypothesis, but are then without any
interest. We shall give in paragraph 11 examples of regular inclusions.
Starting from the irreducible inclusion M o0/M
o
1 , using the identifica-
tions given in 2.3, we obtain the Hilbert space HomMi, M oi&1(Hi , Hi+1),
which is anti-isomorphic to Hi ; more precisely, the application ai from Hi
to HomMi , Moi&1(Hi , Hi+1) given, for x in Hi , by ai (x)=Ji+1xJi is an anti-
isomorphism of Hilbert spaces, and will allow us to identify Hom-
Mi, M
o
i&1
(Hi , Hi+1) with the conjugate Hilbert space Hi ; therefore, the inclu-
sion Mo0/M
o
1 is regular if and only if the inclusion M0/M1 is regular.
Moreover, Fi b a&1i is an isomorphism from Hi to H i+1 , given, using 4.4,
by the application x  xi&1 1Hi .
5.4. Proposition. Let X be in Mi+2 & M$i&1 , x be in Hi ; then Xx
belongs to Hi , and the formula
?i (X ) x=Xx
defines an involutive representation ?i of Mi+2 & M$i&1 on Hi , such that
?i (Mi+2 & M$i&1)=L(Hi).
More precisely, for any a, b in Hi , the operator ab* belongs to Mi+2 &
M$i&1 , and ?i (ab*) is the rank one operator Pa, b on Hi defined by Pa, b(x)=
(x | b)a.
Proof. It is clear, by definition of Mi+2 , that HomMio(Hi , Hi+1) is, by
composition, a left Mi+2-module, and therefore, Hi is a Mi+2 & M$i&1 -
module. The representation ?i defined this way satisfies, for all x, y in Hi ,
(?i (X )* x | y)=(x | ?i (X ) y)=(x | Xy)=(Xy)* x
=y*X*x=(?i (X*) x | y),
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from which we see that ?i is an involutive representation. Moreover, for
any a, b in Hi , we get that ab* belongs to EndMi&1, M io(Hi+1)=Mi+2 &
M$i&1 , and we have
?i (ab*)(x)=ab*x=(x | b) a=Pa, b(x).
From this, we infer that ?i is surjective. K
5.5. Proposition. The application Y  Fi Y*F i* from L(Hi) to
L(Hi+1) is a linear anti-isomorphism that we shall denote by 8i ; moreover,
let X be in Mi+2 & M$i&1; then we have
8i (?i (X ))=?i+1( ji+1(X ))
and ?i+1 b ji+1 is an anti-representation of Mi+2 & M$i&1 on Hi+1 . Let Y be
in Mi+3 & M$i ; we have
8&1i (?i+1(Y ))=?i ( ji+1(Y ))
and, therefore, ?i b ji+1 is an anti-representation of Mi+3 & M$i on Hi .
Proof. Let x be in Hi ; then, by 5.2, 5.4, and 4.3 applied to the inclusion
Mi/Mi+1 , we have
Fi?i (X ) x=Ji+2(1Hi i&1 Xx) Ji+1
=(Ji+1 XJi+1i&1 1Hi) Ji+2(1Hi i&1 x) Ji+1
=?i+1( ji+1(X*)) Fix. K
5.6. Corollary. For all i1, we have, with the notations of 5.5,
8i (?i (Mi+2 & M$i))=?i+1(Mi+2 & M$i)
8i ((?i (Mi+2 & M$i))$)=(?i+1(Mi+2 & M$i))$
8i (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))=?i+1(Mi+3 & M$i+1)
8i ((?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))$)=(?i+1(Mi+3 & M$i+1))$.
Proof. These results are clear from 4.7 and 5.5. K
5.7. Remarks. (i) Applying 5.4 to the inclusion M o0/M
o
1 and using
5.3, we define a representation ?oi of (Mi+2 & M$i&1)
o on Hi ; by 4.7 we may
identify (Mi+2 & M$i&1)o with Mi+3 & M$i , and we easily verify then, that,
for all X in Mi+2 & M$i&1 , we get
?oi (X )=ai?i (X*)) a
&1
i
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and, therefore, using 5.5, that Fi b a&1i makes equivalent the anti-represen-
tations ?oi and ?i+1 b ji+1 of Mi+2 & M$i&1 .
(ii) Using 5.2, we get that, for all i1, the application Fi+1 b Fi is an
isomorphism from Hi to Hi+2 , given, for all x in Hi by
Fi+1 b Fi (x)=1H1 i&1 xi 1Hi+1
and, using 5.5, we get that, for all X in Mi+2 & M$i&1 , we have
Fi+1 b Fi ?i (X )(Fi+1 b Fi)*=?i+2 b ( ji+2 b ji+1(X )).
Therefore, using 4.7, we get, by recurrence, for all n0, that the algebra
M3 & M$0 has a representation ?2n+1 b j2n+1 b } } } b j2 on H2n+1 , the unitary
F2n b } } } b F1 makes equivalent to ?1 , and an anti-representation
?2n+2 b j2n+2 b } } } b j2 on H2n+2 , the unitary F2n+1 b } } } b F2 makes equiv-
alent to ?2 b j2 , which is therefore, using (i), equivalent to the representa-
tion ?o1 of (M3 & M$0)
o on H1.
For the same reasons, for all n0, the algebra M4 & M$1 has a represen-
tation ?2n+2 b j2n+2 b } } } b j3 on H2n+2 , the unitary F2n+1 b } } } b F2 makes
equivalent to ?2 , which is therefore, using (i), equivalent to the representa-
tion ?o1 of (M3 & M$0)
o on H1, and an anti-representation on ?2n+1 b
j2n+1 b } } } b j3 on H2n+1 , the unitary F2n b } } } b F1 makes equivalent to
?1 b j2 , and therefore equivalent to the anti-representation ?1 of
(M3 & M$0)
o.
(iii) So, the algebra M & M$0 has a representation ?1 and an anti-
representation ?1 b j1 on H1 (and equivalent representations and
antirepresentations on H2n+1 , for all n0), and a representation ?o1 b j1
and an anti-representation ?o1 on H1 (and equivalent representations and
anti-representations on H2n+2 , for all n0).
The algebra M3 & M$1 , as well, has a representation ?1 and an anti-
representation ?1 b j2 on H1 (and equivalent representations and anti-
representations on H2n+1 , for all n0), and a representation ?o1 b j2 and an
anti-representation ?o1 on H1 (and equivalent representations and anti-
representations on H2n+2 , for all n0).
5.8. Proposition. For all i1, there is an isometry Ui from Hi Hi to
Hi+1 , defined, for all x in Hi and ! in Hi , by
Ui (x!)=x!.
For all z in Mi+2 & M$i&1 , we have
zUi=Ui (?i (z)1)
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and the final support of Ui belongs to the center of Mi+2 & M$i&1, and is the
support of the representation ?i . Moreover, we get, for all t in Mi and all t$
in Mi&1
Ji+1 tJi+1Ui=Ui (1JitJi)
t$Ui=Ui (1 t$).
Proof. For x1 , x2 in Hi , !1 , !2 in Hi , we have
(x1!1 | x2!2)=(x2*x1!1 | !2)=x2*x1(!1 | !2)=(x1 | x2)(!1 | !2),
which proves the existence of the isometry Ui , which is, in fact, the restriction
to HiHi of the isomorphism defined in 4.6. Moreover, as Hi/HomMio(Hi ,
Hi+1), we get
Ji+1 tJi+1Ui (x!)=Ji+1 tJi+1 x!=xJi+1 tJi+1!
=Ui (xJi+1 tJi+1!)=Ui (1JitJi)(x!),
from which we deduce that Ji+1 tJi+1Ui=Ui (1JitJi), and then that
Ui U i* belongs to (Ji+1MiJi+1)$=Mi+2.
On the other hand, as Hi/HomMi&1(Hi , Hi+1), we get
t$Ui (x!)=t$x!=xt$!=Ui (xt$!)=Ui (1 t$)(x!),
from which we deduce that t$Ui=Ui (1 t$), and then that UiU i* belongs
to M$i&1 .
We have, by 5.4, for any z in Mi+2 & M$i&1
zUi (x!)=zx!=Ui (?i (z) x!)=Ui (?i (z)1)(x!),
from which we deduce that zUi=Ui (?(z)1), and then that the projection
Ui U i* belongs to (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$, and is the support of the representation
?i . K
5.9. Proposition. For every i0, the properties of Ui given in 5.8 allow
us to define an operator 1Hi i&1 Ui from Hi Hi+1 to Hi+2 , and we have
Ui+1=Ji+2(1Hi i&1 Ui)(F i*Ji+1).
One step further, we get
Ui+2=(1Hi i&1 Ui i 1Hi+1)(F i*F*i+11Hi+2).
Proof. Using ([S1], 2.3), the properties of Ui given in 5.8 allow us to
define 1Hi i&1 Ui from Hi Hii&1 Hi to Hi i&1 Hi+1 , or, using 3.8
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and 4.3, from HiHi+1 to Hi+2; moreover, for any x in Hi , !1 , !2 in
D(Hi , i&1), we get, using 5.2.,
Ui+1(FixJi+1(!1i&1 !2))=FixJi+1(!1i&1 !2)
=Ji+2(1Hi i&1 x)(!1i&1 !2)
=Ji+2(!1i&1 x!2)
=Ji+2(1Hi i&1 Ui)(x (!1 i&1 !2)),
from which we deduce the first result, by continuity. The second result is
then a corollary of 4.4. K
5.10. Remark. Starting from the inclusion Mo0/M
o
1 , and using the
identifications made in 2.3 and 5.3, we define, using 5.8, an isometry U oi
from HiHi to Hi+1; we can easily verify that we have, then,
Uoi =Ji+1 Ui (a
&1
i Ji).
Using ([S1], 2.3), the properties of U oi given in 5.8 allow us to define the
operator Uoi i&1 1Hi from the Hilbert space HiHii&1 Hi which, by
3.8 applied to the inclusion Mi&1/Mi , is equal to HiHi+1) to the
Hilbert space Hi+1i&1 Hi (which, by 3.8 and 4.3 is equal to Hi+2). We
then get, using 5.9,
Ui+1=(Uoi i&1 1Hi)(ai F i*1Hi+1).
6. Irreducible Regular Depth 2 Inclusions
If M0/M1 is a regular depth 2 irreducible inclusion of factors, the
algebras Mi+2 & M$i&1 are isomorphic to L(Hi); the Hilbert space Hi+1
appears to be canonically isomorphic to the tensor product Hi Hi , and
this isomorphism induces that Mi+2 is isomorphic to L(Hi)Mi (6.3,
6.4).
6.1. Definitions. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors,
and let (Mi)i # N be the canonical tower as defined in 4.1. Following ([O]),
we shall say that the inclusion M0/M1 is of depth 2 if the von Neumann
algebra M3 & M$0 is a factor. Then, for all i in N, the inclusion Mi/Mi+1
is of depth 2. In fact, by 4.5 applied to this inclusion, we know that the
inclusion Mi/Mi+2/Mi+4 is standard. That means that Mi+4=
Ji+2M$iJi+2; as, by 3.1, Mi+3=ji+2 M$i+1Ji+2 , we get that Mi+4 &
M$i+1=Ji+2(M$i & Mi+3) Ji+2 , and so, we get the result by recurrence.
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As, by 4.7, we get that the opposite algebra (M3 & M$0)
o is isomorphic to
M4 & M$1 , we see that the inclusion M
o
0/M
o
1 is depth 2 if and only if the
inclusion M0/M1 is depth 2.
6.2. Example. (i) Let : be an action of a locally compact group G on
a on Neumann algebra A; let us consider the inclusion :(A)/A <: G, and
its canonical tower (4.2(i)): in that case, the algebra M3 & M$0 is
(A <: G & :(A$)$)L(L2(G)); therefore, if A is a factor, and if : is outer
(5.1), then the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is depth 2. If G is finite, this result
can be found in ([GHJ], 4.7a).
(ii) Using 4.2(ii), we see that the same result exists for outer actions
of Kac algebras: if : is an outer action of the Kac algebra K on the factor
A, then the inclusion :(A)/A <: K is depth 2.
6.3. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible regular depth 2 inclu-
sion of factors; then, for all i1, the representation ?i defined in 5.4 is faith-
ful, and the von Neumann algebra Mi+2 & M$i&1 is therefore a type I factor
isomorphic to L(Hi). Moreover, the application Ui from Hi Hi to Hi+1
defined in 5.8, for all x in Hi , ! in Hi , by
Ui (x!)=x!
is an isomorphism; therefore, for any Y in L(Hi), there is a unique y in
Mi+2 & M$i&1 such that Y=?i ( y), or, for any x in Hi , ! in Hi , we have
Ui (Y(x)!)=yx!
y=Ui (?i ( y)1Hi) U i*.
Proof. This result is just given by 6.1, 5.8, and by 5.2.
6.4. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of
factors; then, we have
Mi+2=Ui (L(HiMi) U i*
Mi+3=Ui (L(Hi)Mi+1) U i*
Mi+2 & M$i&1=Ui (L(Hi)C) U i*
Mi+3 & M$i&1=Ui (L(Hi)Mi+1 & M$i&1) U i*.
Proof. By 5.8 and 6.1, it is clear that Ui is an isomorphism. Moreover,
by 5.8, we have, for all t in Mi ,
Ji+1 tJi+1=Ui (1JitJi) U i*
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and so, we get
Ji+1Mi Ji+1=Ui (1JiMiJi) U i*
and, by taking the commutants, we have the first equality. But, we get also
Ji+1Mi&1Ji+1=Ui (1Ji Mi&1Ji) U i*.
The inclusion Mi&1/Mi+1/Mi+3 is standard, by 4.5 applied to the
inclusion Mi&1/Mi ; therefore, we have Ji+1M$i&1Ji+1=Mi+3, and, tak-
ing the commutants, we get the second formula.
Moreover, by 5.8, we have, for all t$ in Mi&1 ,
t$=Ui (1 t$) U i*
and so, we get
Mi&1=Ui (1Mi&1) U i*
(where Mi&1 is, on the left of the formula, acting on Hi+1 , and on the
right on Hi). Taking the commutants, we get the third and fourth formulas,
using that, by irreducibility, we have Mi & M$i&1=C. K
6.5. Proposition. For all i1, we have
Ui* ji+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1) Ui/(?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))$ (Mi+1 & M$i&1).
Proof. By 4.7 and 6.4, we have
U i* ji+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1) Ui
/U i* ji+1(Mi+3 & M$i&1) Ui/L(Hi) (Mi+1 & M$i&1).
On the other hand, by 6.3 and 6.4, we have
U i*(Mi+1 & M$i&1) Ui=?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)1Hi
and therefore
Ui*(Mi+1 & M$i&1)$ Ui=(?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))$L(Hi),
from which we infer, by 4.7, that
U i* ji+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1) Ui/U i*M$i+1 Ui/U i*(Mi+1 & Mi&1)$ Ui
=(?i (Mi+1 & Mi&1))$L(Hi),
which gives the result. K
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6.6. Definition. For all i1, we shall call #i+1 the anti-automorphism
from the algebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 to (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))$?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)
defined, for any x in Mi+1 & M$i&1 , by
#i+1(x)=(id?i)(U i* ji+1(x) Ui).
7. Multiplicative Unitaries Associated to a Depth 2
Regular Irreducible Inclusion of Factors
Using the isomorphism between Hi+1 and HiHi , we construct
(7.3, 7.5) a multiplicative unitary Wi on Hi Hi ; in 7.10 (resp. 7.11), we
study the von Neumann algebra generated by the right (resp. left) ‘‘leg’’ of
Wi ; moreover, Wi+1 is canonically anti-isomorphic to _Wi_ (7.6); there-
fore, these unitaries Wi are therefore isomorphic, either to the unitary W1
on H1H1 , or to the unitary _(W o1)* _ on H1 H1 (7.7).
7.1. Proposition. For all i1, the application Vi from Hi Hi Hi to
Hi+2 defined by
Vi (xy!)=(1Hi i&1 x) y!
is a unitary such that, for all t in Mi and all t$ in Mi&1 ,
Vi (11JitJi)=Ji+2tJi+2Vi
Vi (11t$)=t$Vi .
Proof. Using 5.9, we get
Vi=(1Hi i&1 Ui)(1H i Ui),
from which we deduce that Vi is a unitary; the two commutation relations
are straight-forward. K
7.2. Proposition. For all i1, the application V$i from HiHi Hi to
Hi+2 defined by
V$i (xy!)=( yi&1 1Hi) x!
is a unitary such that, for all t in Mi and all t$ in Mi&1 ,
V$i (11JitJi)=Ji+2 tJi+2 V$i
V$i (11t$)=t$V$i .
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Proof. Using ([S1], 2.3), the properties of Ui given in 5.8 allow us to
define the operator Uii&1 1Hi from the Hilbert space Hi Hii&1 Hi
(which, by 3.8 applied to the inclusion Mi&1/Mi , is equal to HiHi+1)
to the Hilbert space Hi+1i&1 Hi (which, by 3.8 and 4.3 is equal to Hi+2).
It is then straightforward to see that we have
V$i=(Uii&1 1Hi)(1H i Ui)(_1Hi),
from which we get that V$i is unitary; the two commutation properties are
straight-forward too. K
7.3. Proposition. For all i1, there is a unitary Wi on Hi Hi such
that
Wi 1Hi=V i*V$i .
Moreover, that means that, if we have, for x, y, z: , t: in Hi ,
Wi (xy)=:
:
(z: t:),
the sum being norm convergent in the Hilbert space Hi Hi , then we have,
for all ! in Hi ,
( yi&1 1Hi) x!=:
:
(1Hi i&1 z:) t:!,
the sum being norm convergent in Hi+2 , or
( yi&1 1Hi) x=:
:
(1Hi i&1 z:) t: ,
the sum being strongly convergent.
Proof. By 7.1 and 7.2, V i*V$i is a unitary on HiHHi .
It belongs to L(Hi Hi)Mi & M$i&1 , and therefore, by 5.1, to
L(HiHi)C. K
7.4. Remark. We see the same way that, if we have, for x, y, z: , t:
in Hi ,
W i*(xy)=:
:
(z: t:),
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the sum being norm convergent in the Hilbert space Hi Hi , then, we have
(1Hi i&1 x) y=:
:
(t: i&1 1Hi) z: ,
the sum being strongly convergent.
7.5. Theorem. For all i1, the unitary Wi defined in 7.3 is multi-
plicative in the sense of [BS], i.e., it satisfies
Wi2, 3W
i
1, 2=W
i
1, 2W
i
1, 3W
i
2, 3 ,
where W i1, 2 is the usual leg notation for Wi 1H i , etc.
Proof. We have to check that, if x, y, z are in Hi , we have
W i2, 3W
i
1, 2(xyz)=:
:
t:u:v: ,
where
(zi&1 1Hi i&1 1Hi)( yi&1 1Hi) x
=:
:
(1Hi i&1 1Hi i&1 t:)(1Hi i&1 u:) v: ,
and that W i1, 2W
i
1, 3W
i
2, 3 satisfies the same relation as well. K
7.6. Proposition. For all i1, we have, with the notations of 5.5,
Wi+1=(8i8i)(_Wi _)
Wi+2=(8i+1 b 8i8i+1 b 8i)(Wi).
Proof. From 7.3, the equation (*)
Wi+1(FixFi y)=:
:
(Fi z:Fi t:)
for x, y, z: , t: in Hi , means that
(Fi yi 1Hi+1) Fix=:
:
(1Hi+1 i Fi z:) Fi t: .
The first term of this equality is, by 5.2,
(Ji+2(1Hi i&1 y) Ji+1i 1Hi+1) Ji+2(1Hi i&1 x) Ji+1 ,
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while the second is
:
:
(1Hi+1 i Ji+2(1Hi i&1 z:) Ji+1) Ji+2(1Hi i&1 t:) Ji+1 ,
and the equation (*) is, by 4.4, therefore equivalent to
(Ji+1i Ji+2(1Hi i&1 y))(1Hi i&1 x)
=:
:
(Ji+2(1Hi i&1 z:)i Ji+1)(1Hi i&1 t:).
As, by 4.4, we have (Ji+2 i Ji+1)(Ji+1i Ji+2)=1Hi+3 , it is equivalent
to
(1Hi i&1 y) x=:
:
(z: i&1 1Hi) t: ,
which, by 7.4, is equivalent to
_W i*_(xy)=:
:
z: t: ,
which gives the result. K
7.7. Remark. Starting from the inclusion Mo0/M
o
1 , using the notations
and identifications of 2.3, 5.3 and 5.10, we define, by 7.1 and 7.2, unitaries
Voi and (V$i)
o from H iHiHi to Hi+2 , which will verify
V oi =Ji+2 Vi (a
&1
i a
&1
i Ji)
(V$i)
o=Ji+2V$i (a
&1
i a
&1
i Ji)
and, by 7.3, a multiplicative unitary W oi on HiHi which will verify
Woi =(ai ai) Wi (a&1i a&1i ).
Therefore, using 7.6, we get that, for all n0, W2n+1 is isomorphic to W1 ,
and W2n to _(W o1)* _, and, for the same reasons, W
o
2n+1 is isomorphic to
Wo1 , and W
o
2n to _W 1*_.
7.8. Lemma. For any a, b, x in Hi , we have
(|a, b  id)(Wi) x=(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a.
Proof. Let y be in Hi ; we have
((|a, b id)(Wi) x | y)=(Wi (ax) | by)).
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By 7.3, Wi (ax)=: (z: t:), with
:
:
(1Hi i&1 z:) t:=(xi&1 1Hi) a
and, therefore
(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a
=:
:
(1Hi i&1 b*)(1Hi i&1 z:) t:=:
:
(b*z:) t: .
And so, we get
((|a, b id)(Wi) x | y)=\:: (z: t:) | by+
=:
:
(b*z:)( y*t:)
=y*(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a,
from which we infer the result. K
7.9. Lemma. Let z be in Mi+2 & M$i&1 . Then, the operator ?i (z) on H i
belongs to [(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b in Hi]$, if and only if we have, for all b
in Hi ,
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)=z(1Hi i&1 b*)
or, equivalently, if and only if we have
(1Hi i&1 U i*)(zi&1 1Hi)(1Hi i&1 Ui)=(1 H iz),
where 1Hi i&1 Ui has been defined in 5.9, which can be written as well as
U*i+2 zUi+2=1H i+2z.
Proof. Let us suppose that ?i (z) belongs to [(|a, b id)(Wi),
a, b # Hi]$. Then, for any x in Hi , we get
(|a, b  id)(Wi) ?i (z) x=?i (z)(|a, b  id)(Wi) x,
which, by 7.8 and 5.4, gives that:
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)(xi&1 1Hi) a=z(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a,
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and, therefore, for all ! in Hi , we get
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)(xi&1 1Hi) a!
=z(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a!.
As the elements (xi&1 1Hi) a! generate all Hi+2 , by 7.2, we infer that, for
all b in Hi , we have
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)=z(1Hi i&1 b*).
Conversely, from this last relation, we recover, for any x and a in Hi ,
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)(xi&1 1Hi) a=z(1Hi i&1 b*)(xi&1 1Hi) a,
which, thanks to 7.8 and 5.4, gives that
(|a, b  id)(Wi) ?i (z) x=?i (z)(|a, b  id)(Wi) x
and therefore
(|a, b  id)(Wi) ?i (z)=?i (z)(|a, b  id)(Wi),
which gives the first part of the result.
This relation is clearly equivalent to the relation, for all b in Hi ,
(z*i&1 1Hi)(1Hi i&1 b)=(1Hi i&1 b) z*,
which can be written, for all b in Hi , !1 , !2 in Hi ,
(z*i&1 1Hi)(1Hi i&1 Ui)(b!1i&1 !2)
=(1Hi i&1 Ui)(1H i z*)(b!1i&1 !2),
which gives the second formula; the last one is just an application of 5.9
and the result is then clear. K
7.10. Theorem. Let Ai be the bicommutant [(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b in H i]";
then Ai is a von Neumann subalgebra of ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. If z belongs to Mi+1 & M$i&1 , we have
(1Hi i&1 b*)(zi&1 1Hi)=z(1Hi i&1 b*),
because b* belongs to HomMi&1, Mio(Hi+1 , Hi), and, by ([S1], 2.3) and 4.4,
1Hi i&1 b* belongs to HomMi+1, Mio(Hi+2, Hi+1). From which we infer, by
7.9, that ?i (z) belongs to [(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b # Hi]$. The result comes
then straightforward from 7.9. K
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7.11. Corollary. Let A i be the bicommutant [id|a, b)(W i*), a, b
in Hi]"; then A i is a von Neumann subalgebra of ?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$.
Proof. By 7.10 applied to Wi+1 , we get that the bicommutant
[(|F ia, F ib id)(Wi+1)]" is a von Neumann subalgebra of ?i+1(Mi+2 &
M$i)$. Therefore, by 7.6, we get that the bicommutant [id|a, b(W i*), a, b
in Hi]" is a von Neumann subalgebra of F i*?i+1(Mi+2 & M$i)$ F i . By 5.6,
we get the result. K
7.12. Corollary. The unitary Wi belongs to A i Ai , which is a von
Neumann subalgebra of ?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. It is clear from 7.10 and 7.11. K
8. Hopfvon Neumann Algebras and Actions Associated to a
Depth 2 Regular Irreducible Inclusion of Factors
The multiplicative unitary Wi allows us to define (8.3) two coproducts,
1i and 1 i on, respectively, ?(Mi+1 & M$i&1)$, and ?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$; to get
that result, we prove (8.2) a link between the multiplicative unitaries and
the mirrorings induced by the Js (the use of these mirrorings to recover a
Hopf algebra structure uses the ideas from [O]); moreover, (?i (Mi+2 &
M$i)$, 1 i) has a canonical action :i on Mi (8.6); the restriction of :i+1 on
Mi+1 & M$i&1 is studied (8.9).
8.1 Definitions and Notations. For any X in L(Hi), we define
1i (X )=Wi (X1 H i) W i*
1 i (X )=W i*(1H i X ) Wi .
Using 7.10, we see that 1i is an injective V-homomorphism from L(Hi) to
L(Hi)Ai , and, as in ([BS]), 3.8), we get
(i1i) 1i (X )=(1Wi)(Wi (X1) W i*1)(1W i*)
=W i2, 3W
i
1, 2(X11) W iV1, 2W iV2, 3
=W i1, 2W
i
1, 3W
i
2, 3(X11) W
iV
2, 3W
iV
1, 3 W
iV
1, 2
=W i1, 2W
i
1, 3(X11) W
iV
1, 3W
iV
1, 2
=(1i  id) 1i (X ).
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Therefore, for |1 , |2 in L(Hi)*, the formula
(|1 V |2)(X )=(1i (X ), |1|2)
leads to an associative product on L(Hi)*, and we have, by ([BS], 1.4),
(id|1 V |2)(Wi)=(id|1)(Wi)(id|2)(Wi).
We see, as well, using 7.10, that 1 i is an injective V-homomorphism from
L(Hi) to A iL(Hi), satisfying (1 i  id) 1 i=(id1 i) 1 i , and therefore,
the formula
(|1 V^ |2)(X )=(1 i (X ), |1|2)
leads to an associative product on L(Hi)*, and we have, by ([BS], 1.4),
(|1 V^ |2 id)(Wi)=(|1  id)(Wi)(|2 id)(Wi).
8.2. Theorem. For any X in Mi+1 & M$i&1, we have
W i*(?i (X )1Hi) Wi=#i+1( ji (X )).
Proof. By 4.4 and 4.7, we have
1Hi i&1 X=Ji+1(JiXJi1Hi) Ji+1=ji+1 b ji (X ),
and, therefore, by 6.3, we have
(1Hi i&1 Ui)(?i (X )1Hi+1)(1Hi i&1 U i*)=1Hi i&1 X=ji+1 b ji (X ).
By 7.1, we then get
Vi (?i (X )1H i 1Hi) V i*=(1Hi i&1 Ui)(1Hi Ui)(?i (X )1H i 1Hi)
_(1H i U i*)(1Hi i&1 U i*)
=ji+1 b ji (X )
and, by 7.3 and 6.3,
W i*(?i (X )1H1) Wi 1Hi=(_1Hi)(1 H i U i*)(U i*i&1 1Hi) ji+1
b ji (X )(Ui i&1 1Hi)(1H i Ui)(_1Hi)
=(id?i)(U i* ji+1 b ji (X ) Ui)1Hi ,
which, thanks to 6.6, gives the result. K
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8.3. Theorem. For all i1, the von Neumann algebra ?i (Mi+1 &
M$i&1)$, with the coproduct 1i , and the von Neumann algebra ?i (Mi+2 &
M$i)$, with the coproduct 1 i , are Hopfvon Neumann algebras, in the sense
of ([ES2], 1.2.1). Moreover,
(i) The application
Y  FiY*F i*=8i (Y )
from (?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$, 1 i) to (?i+1(Mi+2 & M$i)$, 1i+1) (resp. from
(?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$, 1i) to (?i+1(Mi+3 & M$i+1)$, 1 i+1)), where  is the flip
on L(Hi)L(Hi), is a linear anti-isomorphism of Hopfvon Neumann
algebras.
(ii) The application
Y  Fi+1FiYF i*F*i+1=8i+1 b 8i (Y )
from (?(Mi+1 & M$i&1)$, 1i) to (?i+2(Mi+3 & M$i+1)$, 1i+2) (resp. from
(?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$, 1 i) to (?i+2(Mi+4 & M$i+2)$, 1 i+2)) is an isomorphism of
Hopfvon Neumann algebras.
Proof. Using 8.2 and 6.5, we have, for all X in Mi+1 & M$i&1 ,
W i*(?i (X )1H i) Wi=#i+1 ji (X ) # ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)
?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$,
and, we have, then,
?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)1 H i/Wi (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)
?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$) W i*
and therefore, taking the commutants,
Wi (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$1H i) W i*/?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$L(H i),
from which, using 7.12, we get
Wi (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$1 Hi) W i*
/?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$.
So, 1i is well-defined from ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$ to ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$
?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$. For 1 i , the proof is similar, and the end of the theorem
is clear by 5.6 and 7.6. K
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8.4. Remark. Thanks to 8.3(iii), from the unitaries Wi , we get only four
different Hopfvon Neumann algebras, namely (?1(M2 & M$0)$, 11) and
(?1(M3 & M$1)$, 1 1) on the Hilbert space H1 , and the algebras
(?2(M3 & M$1)$, 12) and (?2(M4 & M$2)$, 1 2) on the Hilbert space H2 ; these
last two algebras are isomorphic, respectively, to the algebras
?o1(M2 & M$0)$ and ?
o
1(M3 & M$1)$ on the Hilbert space H1, given by the
multiplicative unitary W oi , but, these isomorphisms send the coproducts on
the opposite coproducts.
8.5. Proposition. The union of the von Neumann algebras ?i (Mi+1 &
M$i&1)$ and ?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$ generates L(H i).
Proof. As ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1) & ?i (Mi+2 & M$i) is equal to ?i (Mi+1 &
M$i&1 & Mi+2 & M$i), which is equal to C, by irreducibility, the result is
proved. K
8.6. Theorem. For all X in Mi , let us write
:i (X )=(U i*XUi),
where  means the flip from L(Hi)L(Hi) to L(Hi)L(Hi).
Then :i is a normal injective morphism from Mi to Mi ?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$
such that
(:i i) :i=(i1 i) :i .
Therefore, :i is an action of the Hopfvon Neumann algebra (?i (Mi+2 &
M$i), 1 i) on the factor Mi .
Proof. For any X in Mi+2 , by 6.4, U i*XUi belongs to L(Hi)Mi ,
and, if Y is in Mi+2 & M$i , we have U i*YUi=?i (Y )1Hi , by 6.3. There-
fore, if X belongs to Mi , we get that U i*XUi belongs to ?i (Mi+2 &
M$i)$Mi . Let us put :$i (X )=U i*XUi . Then, for all X in Mi , we get, using
7.2,
(i:$i) :$i (X )=(_1Hi)(V$i)*XV$i (_1Hi),
where _ is the flip on Hi Hi .
On the other hand, using 8.3, 7.3, 7.1, 5.9, and 5.8, we get
(1 i i) :$i (X)=(W i*1)(1U i*)(1X )(1Ui)(Wi1)
=(V$i)* Ji+2Ui+1(F iJi+1)(1X )(Fi*Ji+1) U*i+1Ji+2 V$i
=(V$i)* Ji+2Ui+1(1Ji+1XJi+1) U*i+1Ji+2V$i
=(V$i)* XV$i
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and therefore
(:i i) :i (X )=(i:$i) :$i (X )3, 2, 1=(1 i  i) :$i (X )2, 3, 1=(i1 i) :i (X ). K
8.7. Proposition. For all i1, let us put
M:ii =[x # Mi , :i (x)=x1].
Then we have
Mi&1/M :ii =Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. Let X be in Mi ; then X commutes with Mi+2 & M$i&1 if and
only if U i*XUi commutes with U i*YUi , for all Y in Mi+2 & M$i&1; by 6.3,
Ui*YUi=?i (Y )1H1 , and ?(Mi+2 & M$i&1)=L(Hi); so, using 8.6, we get
that X commutes with Mi+2 & M$i&1 if and only if :i (X ) commutes with
1H1 L(Hi), and, therefore, if and only if :i (X ) belongs to Mi1H i . So
we get the inclusion M :ii /Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$. Conversely, let X be in
Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$; then, there exists X$ in Mi such that :i (X )=X$1;
we have then, using 8.6,
:i (X$)1=(:i i) :i (X )=(i1 i) :i (X )=X$11=:i (X )1.
By the injectiveity of :i , we get X=X$, and therefore, :i (X )=X1; so X
belongs to M :ii , and we have
M :ii =Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$.
The inclusion Mi&1/Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$ is trivial. K
8.8. Corollary. For all i1, we have
[(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b # H1]"=?i (M :i+2i+2 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. It is clear, by 7.9 and 8.6. K
8.9. Proposition. For all i1, we have
:i+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1)/(Mi+1 & M$i&1)A i+1
and, therefore, the restriction of :i+1 to the subalgebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 is an
action of the Hopfvon Neumann algebra (?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$, 1 i+1) on
Mi+1 & M$i&1; more precisely, we have, for any X in Mi+1 & M$i&1
(?i  i)( ji8&1i ) :i+1(X )=#i+1(X )=W i*(?i ( ji (X ))1) Wi .
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and therefore
(:i i) :i (X )=(i:$i) :$i (X )3, 2, 1=(1 i  i) :$i (X )2, 3, 1=(i1 i) :i (X ). K
8.7. Proposition. For all i1, let us put
M:ii =[x # Mi , :i (x)=x1].
Then we have
Mi&1/M :ii =Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. Let X be in Mi ; then X commutes with Mi+2 & M$i&1 if and
only if U i*XUi commutes with U i*YUi , for all Y in Mi+2 & M$i&1; by 6.3,
Ui*YUi=?i (Y )1H1 , and ?(Mi+2 & M$i&1)=L(Hi); so, using 8.6, we get
that X commutes with Mi+2 & M$i&1 if and only if :i (X ) commutes with
1H1 L(Hi), and, therefore, if and only if :i (X ) belongs to Mi1H i . So
we get the inclusion M :ii /Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$. Conversely, let X be in
Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$; then, there exists X$ in Mi such that :i (X )=X$1;
we have then, using 8.6,
:i (X$)1=(:i i) :i (X )=(i1 i) :i (X )=X$11=:i (X )1.
By the injectiveity of :i , we get X=X$, and therefore, :i (X )=X1; so X
belongs to M :ii , and we have
M :ii =Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$.
The inclusion Mi&1/Mi & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$ is trivial. K
8.8. Corollary. For all i1, we have
[(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b # H1]"=?i (M :i+2i+2 & M$i&1)$.
Proof. It is clear, by 7.9 and 8.6. K
8.9. Proposition. For all i1, we have
:i+1(Mi+1 & M$i&1)/(Mi+1 & M$i&1)A i+1
and, therefore, the restriction of :i+1 to the subalgebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 is an
action of the Hopfvon Neumann algebra (?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$, 1 i+1) on
Mi+1 & M$i&1; more precisely, we have, for any X in Mi+1 & M$i&1
(?i  i)( ji8&1i ) :i+1(X )=#i+1(X )=W i*(?i ( ji (X ))1) Wi .
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more precise results about compact or discrete inclusions, which will
appear then as very specific situations.
9.1. Definition. Let M0/M1 an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of fac-
tors; it will be called compact if the set HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2) is not reduced
to [0]. Clearly, it is then regular. Examples of compact inclusions will be
given in Section 12.
9.2. Lemma. Let M0/M1 be a compact irreducible depth 2 inclusion of
factors, and let x be in HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2), &x&=1; then
(i) The rank one projector Px belongs to ?1(M3 & M$1).
(ii) The operator (|x  id)(W1) is a unitary, and, for any y in H1 , we
have
W1(xy)=x (|x id)(W1) y.
(iii) For all | in L(H1)*, we have
|x V |=|(1) |x .
Proof. We have xx* # EndM1, Mo1(H2)=M3 & M$1 , then we get (i) by
5.4. Therefore, by 7.12, we have
W1(Px1)=(Px1) W1 .
Let now y, z, t be in H1; we have
(W1(xy) | z t)=(W1(Px xy) | z t)=(W1(xy) | Pxz t)
=(x | z)(W1(xy) | xt)
=(x | z)((|x id)(W1) y | t)
=(x (|x  id)(W1) y | z t).
Therefore, by linearity and continuity, we get that
W1(xy)=x (|x id)(W1) y,
from which we get that (|x id)(W1) is an isometry. On the other hand,
starting from
W 1*(Px 1)=(Px1) W 1*,
we shall get
W 1*(xy)=x (|x id)(W 1*) y,
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and, therefore, (|x id)(W 1*)=(|x  id)(W1)* is an isometry, and we get
(ii). For every y in H1 , X in L(H1), we have, using (ii) and 8.1,
(|x|y) 11(X )=(|x|y)(W1&X1)(W 1*)
=(X1)(x (|x id)(W 1*) y) | x (|x id)(W 1*) y)
=(Xx | x)( y | y)=|y(1) |x(X ),
from which we get (iii), by linearity and continuity. K
9.3. Theorem. Let M0/M1 , be a compact irreducible depth 2 inclusion
of factors. Then every norm one element of HomM1, Mo1(H1 , H2) is fixed for
W1 , in the sense of ([BS], 1.8), and every fixed vector e for W1 belongs to
HomM1, Mo1(H1 , H2). Moreover, we have (|e  id)(W1)=1, and, therefore,
W1 is of compact type, in the sense of ([BS], 1.7), and we have, for any |
in L(H1)*,
|e V |=|(1) |e
|e V^ |=|.
Proof. Let x be in HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2), &x&=1; for any y in H1 , X in
L(H1), we have, using 9.2(ii),
|x V^ |y(X )=(|x|y) 1 1(X )
=(W 1*(1X ) W1(xy) | y)
=((1X )(x (|x id)(W1) y) | x (|x id)(W1) y)
=(W(|x id)(W1) y | (|x id)(W1) y).
Let us put e=(|x  id)(W1)* x; we have then, by 9.2(ii), &e&=1 and
|x V^ |e=|x ,
and, from 8.1, we infer that
(|x id)(W1)(|e id)(W1)=(|x id)(W1)
and, as, using 9.2(ii), (|x id)(W1) is unitary, we get that (|e id)
(W1)=1, which implies that, by definition, W1 is of compact type in the
sense of ([BS], 1.8). Moreover, for any y in H1 , we get
(W1(ey) | ey)=((|e id)(W1) y | y)=&ey& &W1(ey)&,
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and, using CauchySchwartz, we have W1(ey)=ey, and e is fixed in
the sense of ([BS], 1.7). Moreover, using ([BS] 1.9), we get that (id|e)
(W1) is the projection pF on the subspace of fixed vectors for W1 . Then we
get, using 9.2(ii),
&pFx&2=( pFx | x)=((id|e)(W1) x | x)
=((|x id)(W1) e | e)
=((|x id)(W1)(|x id)(W1)* x | e)
=(x | e)=(x | pFe)=( pF x | e)
and, therefore, using CauchySchwartz, we get that pFx=e=(|x id)
(W1)* x. So, using 9.2(ii) again, we have &pF x&=&x&, and, therefore
pF x=x, and x is fixed. Conversely, let e$ be a fixed vector for W1 ; using
7.3, we get that, for any y in H1 ,
( y0 1H1) e$=(1H1 0 e$) y.
Therefore, for any Y in M1 , we get, because x belongs to HomM1(H1 , H2),
and (1H1 0 e$) to HomM1(H2 , H3),
Ye$=(x*x0 1H1) Ye$=(x*0 1H1) Y(x0 1H1) e$
=(x*0 1H1) Y(1H1 0 e$) x
=(x*0 1H1)(1H1 0 e$) xY
=(x*0 1H1)(x0 1H1) e$Y=e$Y.
Therefore, e$ belongs to HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2). So we get, using 9.2(iii),
|e$ V |=|e$ .
Moreover, for any y in H1 , and X in L(H1), we have
(|e$ |y) 1 1(X )=(W 1*(1X ) W1(e$y) | e$y)=(Xy | y)
and, by linearity and continuity, we get the last formula. K
9.4. Remark. From 9.3, we see that the state |e on ?1(M2 & M$0)$
satisfies, for all x in ?1(M2 & M$0)$,
(|e id) 11(x)=|e(x) 1
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and is therefore right-invariant on the Hopfvon Neumann algebra
(?1(M2 & M$0)$, 11). We get also that the state |e on ?1(M3 & M$1)$
satisfies, for all y in ?1(M3 & M$1)$,
(|e id) 1 1( y)=y
and is therefore a left co-unit on the Hopfvon Neumann algebra
(?1(M3 & M$1)$, 1 1).
9.5. Definition. Let M0/M1 an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of fac-
tors; it will be called discrete if the set HomM0, M o2(H1 , H2) is not reduced
to [0]. Clearly, it is then regular. Examples of discrete inclusions will be
given in Section 12.
9.6. Theorem. Let M0/M1 an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors;
then the inclusion M0/M1 is compact if and only if M1/M2 is discrete,
and M0/M1 is discrete if and only if M1/M2 is compact.
Proof. Let x in H1 . Then, if x is in HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2), by ([S1], 2.3),
1H1 0 x belongs to HomM3, M o1(H2 , H3), and, therefore, F1x belongs
to HomM1, Mo3(H2 , H3); conversely, if 1H10 x belongs to
HomM3, Mo1(H2 , H3), as x=1H2 1 1H1 0 x, we get that x belongs to
HomM1, Mo1(H1 , H2). The second equivalence is proved the very same
way. K
9.7. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be a discrete irreducible depth 2 inclusion
of factors. Then every norm one element of HomM0, M o2(H1 , H2) is cofixed
for W1 , in the sense of ([BS], 1.8), and every cofixed vector f for W1
belongs to HomM0, M o2(H1 , H2). Moreover, we have (id|f )(W1)=1 and,
therefore, W1 is of discrete type, in the sense of ([BS], 1.7), and we have,
for any | in L(H1)*
| V |f =|
| V^ |f =|(1) |f .
Proof. As, by 9.6, the inclusion M1/M2 is compact, we can apply 9.3
to the multiplicative unitary W2 ; so, there is an element e in
HomM2, Mo2(H2 , H3) such that &e&=1, e fixed for W2 , (|e id)(W2)=1,
and, for any | in L(H2)*,
|e V |=|
|e V^ |=|e .
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Let us put f=F1*e. By 7.6, we get that, for all x in H1 , we have
_W 1*_( f x)=f x
and, therefore,
W1(x f )=x f
and the vector f is cofixed in the sense of ([BS], 1.8). Moreover, with the
same argument, we have (id|f )(W 2*)=1, and, therefore,
(id|f )(W2)=(id|f )(W 2*)*=1,
the other properties being proved the same way, using 8.3. K
9.8. Remark. From 9.3, we see that the state |f on ?1(M2 & M$0)$
satisfies, for all x in ?1(M2 & M$0)$,
(id|f ) 11(x)=x
and is therefore a right co-unit on the Hopfvon Neumann algebra
(?1(M2 & M$0)$, 11). We get also that the state |f on ?1(M3 & M$1)$
satisfies, for all y in ?1(M3 & M$1)$,
(id|f ) 1 1( y)=|f ( y) 1
and is therefore left invariant on the Hopfvon Neumann algebra
(?1(M3 & M$1)$, 1 1).
9.9. Theorem. (i) Let M0/M1 be a discrete depth 2 irreducible inclu-
sion of factors; then, for any f in HomM0, Mo2(H1 , H2), & f &=1, the applica-
tion, given, for any X in M1 , by
X  f *Xf=(id|f ) :1(X )
is a normal faithful conditional expectation from M1 to M0 .
(ii) Let M0/M1 be a compact depth 2 irreducible inclusion of factors;
then for any e in HomM1, Mo1(H1 , H2), &e&=1, the application, given, for any
X in M2 , by
X  (Fi e)* X(Fi e)=(i|F i e) :2(X )
is a normal faithful conditional expectation from M2 to M1 .
Proof. As f belongs to HomM0, M o2(H1 , H2), if X belongs to M2=
EndMo2(H2), we have f *Xf # EndM o2 (H1)=M0 , and, if X belongs to M0 , we
have f *Xf=X; therefore, the application X  f *Xf is a normal conditional
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expectation from M1 to M0 ; it is faithful, by ([St], 10.17); moreover, if X
belongs to M1 , we have, by 8.6, for all !, ’ in H1 ,
((i|f ) :1(X ) ! | ’)=(:1(X )(! f ) | ’ f )
=(U 1*XU1( f !) | f ’)=(Xf! | f’)=( f *Xf! | ’),
which finishes the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) is clear, using 9.6
and (i). K
9.10. Corollary. Let M0/M1 be a discrete depth 2 irreducible inclu-
sion of factors; then, the action :1 defined in 8.6 satisfies M :11 =M0 .
Proof. By 8.7, we have M0/M :11 ; let X be in M
:1
1 , and let E be a con-
ditional expectation from M1 to M0 defined in 9.9. By definition of E, we
have E(X )=X, and, therefore, X # M0 . K
9.11. Corollary (i) Let M0/M1 be a discrete depth 2 irreducible
inclusion of factors; then we have
A1=[(|a, b id)(W1), a, b # H1]"=?(M2 & M$0)$
(ii) Let M0/M1 be a compact depth 2 irreducible inclusion of factors;
then
A1=[(id|a, b)(W1), a, b # H1]"=?1(M3 & M$1)$.
Proof. By 8.8, we know that A1=?1(M :33 & M$0)$. As, using 9.6, the
inclusion M2/M3 is discrete, we have, by 9.10, M :33 =M2 , from which we
get (i).
Let us apply (i) to the inclusion M1/M2 , which is discrete, by 9.6; we
have then
A2=[(|a, b id)(W2), a, b # H1]"=?2(M3 & M$1)$
and, using 7.6 and 5.6, we get (ii). K
10. Inclusions with Operator-Valued Weights
In this section we return to the general case of an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras M0/M1 , and we suppose there is an operator-valued
weight from M1 to M0 ; then (10.3), it is possible to define a canonical
operator-valued weight from the algebra M2 given by Jones’ basic con-
struction to M1 ; in 10.6, we define a kind of GNS-construction for the
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operator-valued weight, the role of the Hilbert space being then played by
the self-dual M0-Hilbert module HomMo0(H0 , H1), as defined and studied
by [P], [R.] and [BDH]. Generalizing then [HO1], we give in 10.7 an
alternate definition of the algebra M2 and of the operator-valued weight T2
given by the basic construction. Results 10.11 and 10.14 can be considered
as an analogue of the operator inequality invoking Jones’ index given by
Pimsner and Popa ([PP1], Prop. 2.1); these results, which are valid in the
general case (i.e., not only in the depth 2 case) could be used to prove that
the tower of relative commutants has the same structure as in the finite
index case.
10.1. Definition and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert space H. Let T a faithful semi-finite
normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 . It is then possible ([St],
12.11) to define a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight T &1
from M$0 to M$1 characterized, for any faithful semi-finite normal weight 
(resp. .) on M0 (resp. M$1) by
d(. b T &1)
d
=
d.
d( b T )
.
For all ! in H, let us write P! for the orthogonal projection on C!. By
([C], 16a), we have &1(P!)=%(!, !), and we infer, as in ([K], 1.2), that
T &1(%(!, !))=T &1(&1(P!))=( b T )&1(P!)=% b T(!, !).
Let us suppose now there exists an antilinear bijective isometry J on H.
There is then ([K] 1.2) a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T from (JM0J)$ to (JM1J)$ which satisfies, for any ! in H,
T (%o(!, !))=% ( b T )o(!, !)
and we have then ([K] 1.2)
d.o b T
do
=J
d.
d b T
J.
10.2. Lemma ([K] 2.2). Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, T a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to
M0 . Let N be a factor such that M1/N, and let ?, \ two faithful normal
representations of N on, respectively, Hilbert spaces H? , H\ . Let T &1? (resp.
T &1\ ) be the faithful semi-finite normal operator weight from ?(M$0)$ to
?(M$1)$ (resp. from \(M$0)$ to \(M$1)$) defined in 10.1. Then, for all x in
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N & M$0 such that T
&1
? (?(x)) belongs to ?(N ), T
&1
\ (\(x)) belongs to \(N ),
and we have
8(T &1? (?(x)))=T
&1
\ (\(x)),
where 8 is the isomorphism \ b ?&1 from ?(N ) to \(N ).
Proof. The isomorphism 8 can be considered as the composition of an
induction, amplification and spatial isomorphism. Let us suppose that 8 is
an induction; if we identify N with ?(N ), that means that there exists a pro-
jection p in N$ (of central support equal to 1), such that H\=pH? , and
8(x)=xp for all x in N; we may define an operator-valued weight Tp from
(M1)p to (M0)P by Tp(xp)=T(x)p , for all x in M +1 , and we have, clearly,
T &1\ =(Tp)
&1.
Let  be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M0 , and p the weight
on (M0)p such that p(xp)=(x) for all x in M +0 ; then p b Tp is a faithful
semi-finite normal weight on (M1)p with satisfies trivially p b Tp(xp)=
 b T(x), for all x in M +1 .
We get ([K] 2.2) that pD(H? , )/D( pH? , p) and pD(H? ,  b T )/
D( pH? , p b Tp) and, for all ! in D(H? , ), ’ in D(H? ,  b T ),
%p( p!, p!)=p%(!, !) p
%p b Tp( p’, p’)=p% b T(’, ’) p.
Let now (!:): # A be a (M0 , )-basis of H? (2.2); then : %(!: , !:)=1, and
for all x in M$0 , we get, by 2.1,
x*x=:
:
x*%(!: , !:) x=:
:
%(x*!: , x*!:)
and, by normality and 10.1,
T &1? (x*x)=:
:
T &1? (%
(x*!: , x*!:))=:
:
% b T(x*!: , x*!:).
We easily get that ( p!:): # A is a ((M0)p , p)-basis of pH? ; then
: %p( p!: , p!:)=p, and, for all x in N & M$0 , we have
x*xp=:
:
%p(x*p!: , x*p!:)=:
:
%p( px*!: , px*!:)
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and, using normality and 10.1,
T &1p (x*xp)=:
:
%p b Tp( px*!: , px*!:)
=:
:
% b T(x*!: , x*!:)p=T &1? (x*x)p .
Therefore, if T &1? (x*x) belongs to N, T
&1
p (x*xp) belongs to Np , and we
get the result. We can prove the same property if 8 is an amplification or
a spatial isomorphism, which, by composition, finishes the proof. K
10.3. Definitions and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of
von Neumann algebras and let T1 be a faithful semi-finite normal operator-
valued weight from M1 to M0 . Let M2 be the von Neumann algebra con-
structed by the basic construction from this inclusion. Just using 10.1, we
see that there exits then a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T2 from M2 to M1 defined, for any faithful semi-finite normal
weight  on M0 , and any ! in H1=H  b T1 , by
T2(%
o
(!, !))=% ( b T )o(!, !),
and we get, for any faithful semi-finite normal weight . on M1 ,
d(. b T2)
do
=J1
d.o
d( b T1)
J1 ,
where J1 stands for J  b T1 . From which we infer, using 2.8,
d( b T1 b T2)
do
=J1
d( b T1)o
d( b T1)
J1=J1 2&1 b T1 J1=2 b T1 .
If we apply 10.1 to the inclusion M1/M2 of von Neumann algebras acting
on H1 , we define an operator-valued weight T $1 from M1 to M0 , such that,
for any ! in H1 , we have
T $1(%
( b T1)o(!, !))=% ( b T1 b T2)o(!, !).
Moreover, by ([K], 1.3), we have T $1=T1 .
10.4. Lemma. Let a be a bounded positive operator on H, b a bounded
operator on H and # a positive real number such that the matrix ( ab*
b
#) is
positive. Then we have bb*#a.
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Proof. If T is the operator on HH defined by this matrix, and for
any !1 , !2 in H, and * in C, we get
(T(!1*!2) | !1*!2)=(a!1 | !1)+2Re(*(b!2 | !1))+|*| 2 # &!2&2,
from which we infer that (a!1 | !1)+2+ |(b!2 | !1)|+|+| 2 # &!2&2 is positive
for all real +; therefore, we have
|(b!2 | !1)|2#(a!1 | !1) &!2&2
for all !1 and !2 in H. Then taking !2=b*!1 , we get the result. K
10.5. Lemma. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and T an operator valued weight from M1 to M0 . Then, for any x, y in NT ,
we have
T( y*x)* T( y*x)&T( y*y)& T(x*x).
Proof. We have
\T(x*x)T( y*x)
T(x*y)
T( y*y)+=(TId) \\
x
0
y
0+
* \x0
y
0++0
and then we get the result by applying 10.4 to the matrix
( T(x*x)T( y*x)
T(x*y)
&T( y*y)&). K
10.6. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and T an operator-valued weight from M1 to M1 ,  a faithful, semi-finite
normal weight on M0 . Then we have:
(i) for all x in NT , a in N , xa belongs to NT & N b T ; moreover, the
application 4(a)  4 b T (xa) can be extended to an element 4T (x) of
HomMo0(H , H b T); moreover, 4T is then a M1&M0 -module morphism
form NT to HomMo0(H , H b T),
(ii) The ideal NT & N b T is weakly dense in M1 , and the subspace
4 b T (NT & N b T) is dense in H b T ; the subspace 4 b T (NT & N b T & N*T &
N* b T) is essential for the operator 2
12
 b T ; the subspace 4T (NT) is dense in
HomMo0(H , H b T) for the s-topology as defined in ([BDH], 1.3).
(iii) For all x in NT , z in NT & N b T , T(x*z) belongs to N , and we
have
4T (x)* 4 b T (z)=4(T(x*z)).
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(iv) For all x, y in NT , we have
4T ( y)* 4T (x)=?(T( y*x))
&4T (x)&=&T(x*x)&12
and 4T is injective.
(v) For any x in NT & N b T , 4 b T (x) belongs to D(H b T , 
o), and
we have
4T (x)=R
o
(4 b T (x)).
Proof. We have
 b T(a*x*xa)=(a*T(x*x) a)&T(x*x)& (a*a)
and therefore xa belongs to NT & N b T . Moreover, we can define a bounded
linear mapping 4T (x) from H to H b T by
4T (x) 4(a)=4 b T (xa).
Let now suppose that a is analytic with respect to the weight . For any
analytic b in M0 , we have
4T (x) JbJ4(a)=4T (x) 4(a_&i2(b)*)
=4 b T (xa_
 b T
&i2(b)*)=J b TbJ b T4 b T (xa)
=J b TbJ b T 4T (x) 4(a)
and, by continuity, we get, for all b in M0 ,
4T (x) JbJ=J b TbJ b T4T (x).
Moreover, we get trivially, for any b in M0 and c in M1 ,
4T (xcb)=? b T (c) 4T (x) ?(b),
which proves (i).
It is clear from (i) that NT & N b T is weakly dense in NT , and therefore
in M1 . Let us take now c in N b T ; as T(c*c) belongs to the extended
positive part of M0 , we may write
T(c*c)=|

0
t det+p,
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where (et)t # R+ is the appropriate spectral resolution such that limt   et=
1&p; we have then, for all n in N,
 b T(c*c)n( p),
from which we get that ( p)=0, and,  being faithful, p=0. Moreover, we
have
T((cen)* (cen))=enT(c*c) en=|
n
0
t det ,
from which we infer that cen belongs to NT . Let fn=n1n det ; we have then
T(c*c)|
n
1n
t det
fn
n
and therefore ( fn)n( b T)(c*c), and fn belongs to N ; therefore zfn=
zen fn belongs, by (i), to NT & N b T , and we have
&4 b T (c&cfn)&
2= b T((c&cfn)* (c&cfn))
=((1&fn) T(c*c)(1&fn))
= \T(c*c)&|
n
1n
t det +n 0,
which proves the density of 4 b T (NT & N b T) in 4 b T(N b T) and, there-
fore in H b T . If c belongs to N b T & N* b T , by same arguments, we can
write T(cc*)=0 t de$t , and define f $n=
n
1n de$t in N . Then 4 b T ( f $ncfn) is
converging to 4 b T (c), and 4 b T ( fnc*f $n) is converging to 4 b T (c*);
therefore 4 b T (NT & N b T & N*T & N* b T) is a core for the operator 2
12
 b T .
Moreover, let X be in HomMo0(H , H b T), such that X*4T (x)=0, for all
x in NT . We have then, for all a in N , by (i)
X*4 b T (xa)=X*4T (x) 4(a)=0
and, using the density just proved, we get X*=0, which, by ([BDH], 1.8
(iii)), finishes the proof of (ii).
We have, using 10.5,
(T(x*z)* T(x*z))&T(x*x)&  b T(z*z).
So, T(x*z) belongs to N , and we have, using (i),
(4T (x)* 4 b T (z) | 4(a))=(4 b T (z) | 4 b T (xa))= b T(a*x*z)
=(a*T(x*z))=(4(T(x*z) | 4(a)),
which, by continuity and density, proves (iii).
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We have, using (i) and (iii),
4T ( y)* 4T (x) 4(a)=4T ( y)* 4 b T (xa)=4(T( y*xa))
=4(T( y*x) a)=?(T( y*x)) 4(a),
which, by continuity and density, gives that 4T ( y)* 4T (x)=?(T( y*x)),
and, therefore, 4T (x)* 4T (x)=?(T(x*x)), which finishes the proof of
(iv), using the faithfulness of T. For any y analytical in N , we get
4T (x) J4( y)=4T (x) 4(_&i2( y)*)=4 b T (x(_

&i2( y)*))
=4 b T (x(_
 b T
&i2( y)*)=J b T yJ b T4 b T (x),
which, by density and continuity, remains true from any y in N , which
finishes the proof. K
10.7. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras,
and T1 an operator valued weight from M1 to M0 , 0 a faithful, semi-finite
normal weight on M0 ; let us write 1 for 0 b T1 , and Hi for Hi (i=0, 1).
Let 4T1 the M1&M0-module morphism from NT1 to HomMo0(H0 , H1)
defined in 10.6; then, for all x, y in NT1 , 4T1(x) 4T1( y)* belongs to the
algebra M2 constructed by the basic construction, and we have
T2(4T1(x) 4T1( y)*)=xy*.
More precisely, the von Neumann algebra M2 is generated by these
operators.
Proof. It is clear that 4T1(x) 4T1( y)* belongs to M2=EndMo0(H0 , H1).
Moreover, let e in N0 ; we have, using 10.6(i), 2.6, and 10.3,
T2(4T1(x) ?0(e*e) 4T1(x)*)=T2(R
 o0(4T1(x) 40(e)) R
 o0(4T1(x) 40(e))*)
=T2(%
o
0(41(xe), 41(xe))
=%
o
1(41(xe), 41(xe))=xe(xe)*=xee*x*.
Taking now a family of projections ei of N0 increasing to 1, we get
T2(4T1(x) 4T1(x)*)=lim
i
T2(4T1(x) ?0(ei) 4T1(x)*)=lim
i
xeix*=xx*
and therefore T2(4T1(x) 4T1( y)*)=xy* by polarisation.
By 10.6(ii) and ([BDH], 1.4), for any X, Y in HomMo0(H0 , H1), there
exists families xi , yi in NT1 , such that limi 4T1(xi)=X and lim i *T1( yi)=Y
for the s-topology. Then, by 3.1, we get that the algebra M2 is generated
by the set of 4T1(x) 4T1( y)*, for all x, y in NT . K
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10.8. Remark. This result gives a generalization of the constructions, in
the semi-finite case, of [HO1] (see, in particular, Th. 5 and the remark
following Th. 6 of [HO1]). In the finite case, this theorem reduces to the
basic construction as described in ([J], 3.1)
10.9. Example. If : is an action of a locally compact group G on a von
Neumann algebra A, there exists a canonical faithful semi-finite normal
operator-valued weight T1 from the crossed-product A <: G to the sub-
algebra :(A). ([St], 19.8). The same is true if : is an action of a Kac
algebra K on a von Neumann A ([ES1], 6.1).
If we start from the inclusion :(A)/A <: G, the basic construction (3.2)
leads to the inclusion A <: G/AL(L2(G)), which (4.2(i)) is isomorphic
to the inclusion :~ (A <: G)/(A <: G) <:~ G (resp. from the inclusion :(A)/
A <: K, the basic construction (3.4) leads to the inclusion A <: K/
AL(H.), which (4.2(ii)) is isomorphic to the inclusion :~ (A <: K)/
(A <: K) <:~ K $).
Then, the operator-valued weight given by 10.7 from AL(L2(G) to
A <: G (resp. from AL(H.) to A <: K) is transported, via this
isomorphism, on the operator-valued weight from (A <: G) <:~ G to its sub-
algebra :~ (A <: G) (resp. from (A <: K) <:~ K $ to its subalgebra :~ (A <: K))
given by ([ES1], 6.1) [Y3].
10.10. Lemma. With the hypothesis of 10.6 and 10.7, let X, Y be two
elements in HomMo0(H0 , H1), such that XX* and YY* belong to M
+
T2 , and
let a be in NT1 . Then, we have
T2(XY*)* T2(XY*)&T2(XX*)& T2(YY*)
T2(X4T1(a)*)* T2(X4T1(a)*)&T2(XX*)& aa*
T2(X4T1(a)*) T2(X4T1(a)*)*&a&
2 T2(XX*).
Proof. We shall denote M the von Neumann algebra of operators on
H0 H1 which may be written as a matrix ( xX
Y*
y ), where X, Y are in
HomMo0(H0 , H1), x in M0 (which is equal to EndMo0(H0 , H0)), y in M2=
EndMo0(H1 , H1). If such an operator is positive, we have then x0, y0,
and we can define a normal operator-valued weight T 2 from M on the von
Neumann subalgebra M0 M1 , by the formula
T 2 \xX
Y*
y +=\
x
0
0
T2( y)+ .
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As we have,
T 2 \\xX
Y*
y +
* \xX
Y*
y ++=\
x*x+X*X
0
0
T2(YY*+y*y)+ ,
we easily see that T 2 is faithful. Let X be in HomMo0(H0 , H1), and let en in
NT2 strongly converging to 1; then en X is strongly converging to X, and
T2(en XX*en) is bounded. Therefore, the operator-valued weight T 2 is semi-
finite.
We see that the T2(XX*) is a bounded operator if and only if the matrix
( 00
X*
0 ) belongs to the ideal NT 2 . Therefore, if we apply 10.5 to T 2 and to
( 00
X*
0 ) and (
0
0
Y*
0 ), we get the first relation. Taking Y=4T1(a), with the
notations of 10.6, we get, thanks to 10.7, the two other relations. K
10.11. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, and T1 an operator valued weight from M1 to M0 , 0 a faithful,
semi-finite normal weight on M0 . Let M2 be the von Neumann algebra and
T2 be the operator-valued weight constructed in 10.6, and let us write 1
for 0 b T1 , 2 for 1 b T2 , and Hi for Hi (i=0, 1, 2); Let X be in
HomMo0(H0 , H1), such that XX* belongs to M
+
T2 . Then, there exists a unique
element 81(X ) in M1 such that T2(X4T1(a)*)=81(X ) a* for any a in NT1 .
Moreover, the application 81 then defined is an injective morphism of
(M1 , M0)-bimodule; we have 81(4T1(a))=a for any a in NT1 , and, for any
X in HomMo0(H0 , H1),
81(X ) 81(X )*T2(XX*).
Proof. Let pn be a sequence of projectors in NT1 increasing to 1. By
10.10, we get that &T2(X4T1( pn)*)&
2&T2(XX*)&2, and, therefore, by
weak compacity, there exists a subsequence pni such that T2(X4T1( pni)*) is
weakly converging to an element 81(X ) of M1 . Then, for any a in NT1 , we
have
81(X )(apn)*=lim
i
T2(X4T1( pni)*) pn*a*=lim
i
T2(X4T1( pni)* pn*a*)
=lim
i
T2(X4T1(apn pni)*)=T2(X4T1(apn)*)
because pn pni=pn for all nin. Moreover, as we have, by 10.10,
T2(X4T1(apn&a)*)* T2(X4T1(apn&a)*)&T2(XX*)&
2 a( pn&1) a*,
we get that T2(X4T1(apn)*) is weakly converging to T2(X4T1(a)*).
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As T2(X4T1(apn)*)=81(X )(apn)* is converging to 81(X ) a*, we get
that
T2(X4Ti (a)*)=81(X ) a*,
from which we infer that 81(X ) does not depend on the sequence pn chosen
for the definition.
For any a, b in NT1 , we have ba*=T2(4T1(b) 4T1(a)*)=81(4T1(b)) a*,
from which we get that 81(4T1(b))=b.
Let u be in M1 , v in M0 ; we have, using 10.6(i),
81(uXv) a*=T2(uXv4T1(a)*)=uT2(X4T1(av*)*)
=u81(X )(av*)*=u81(X ) va*,
from which we infer that 81 is a morphism of (M1 , M0)-bimodule.
Moreover, we have, using 10.10,
81(X ) 81(X )*=lim
n
T2(X4T1( pn)*) T2(X4T1( pn)*)T2(XX*).
Let now X be such that 81(X )=0; we then have T2(X4T1(a)*)=0 for
all a in NT1 ; moreover, for all a, b, c in NT1 , e in N1 , we get, using
10.6(iv),
T2(e*X4T1(a)* 4T1(b) 4T1(c)*))=e*T2(X4T1(cT1(a*b)*)*)=0.
If b and c belongs to NT1 & N1 , by 10.6(v), we have
4T1(b) 4T1(c)*=%
 o0(41(b), 41(c)).
Moreover, if c belongs to NT1 & N1 & N*T1 & N*1 , 4T1(b) 4T1(c)* then
belongs to N2 , by 3.7 and 10.3. More precisely, by 3.8,
42(4T1(b) 4T1(c)*) can be then identified with 41(b)0 J1 2
12
1 41(c);
by 10.6(v), these vectors are dense in H10 H1 , and, therefore, the vectors
42(4T1(b) 4T1(c)*) are dense in H2 .
Moreover, as
(4T1(a) X*)* (4T1(a) X*)=XT1(a*a) X*&T1(a*a)& XX*,
we get that 4T1(a) X* belongs to NT2 , and, therefore, by 10.6(i), that
4T1(a) X*e belongs to N2 . So, the relation
(42(4T1(b) 4T1(c)*) | 42(4T1(a) X*e))
=1 b T2(e*X4T1(a)* 4T1(b) 4T1(c)*)=0
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for all b, c in NT1 & N1 & N*T1 & N*1 then implies that 42(4T1(a) X*e)=0,
and, therefore 4T1(a) X*e=0. Let us take a family ei in N1 converging to
1, and we get 4T1(a) X*=0; let us take now a family ai in NT1 such that
4T1(ai) is converging to X for the s-topology; we get XX*=0, and, there-
fore, X=0. K
10.12. Lemma. Let M0/M1 an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, T a
faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 ,  a faith-
ful semi-finite normal weight on M0 , and let x be in MT & M b T ; then, the
elements xn defined by
xn=n? |
+
&
e&nt2_ b Tt (x) dt
belong to MT & M b T , are analytic with respect to  b T, and strongly con-
verge to x; moreover, 4 b T (xn) is converging to 4 b T (x), and, for any z in
C, _ b Tz (xn) belongs to MT & M b T .
Proof. We have, for all s in R,
_ b Ts (xn)=n? |
+
&
e&nt2_ b Ts+t (x) dt=n? |
+
&
e&n(t&s)2_ b Tt (x) dt,
and the function s  _ b Ts (xn) is therefore the restriction of the analytic
function z  - n? +& e&n(t&z)
2_ b Tt (x) dt and xn is analytic with respect
to  b T. More precisely, for real a and b, we find
_ b Ta+ib(xn)=e
nb2 n? |
+
&i
e&n(t&a)2e2inb(t&a)_ b Tt (x) dt,
which leads to &_ b Ta+ib(xn)&e
nb2 &x&. Moreover, as we have
xn=
1
- ? |
+
&
e&u2_ b Tu- n (x) dt,
we get, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, that xn strongly
converges to x.
Let us take x0; then, for all | in M +1V , we get
(xn , |)=n? |
+
&
e&nt2(_ b Tt (x), |) dt.
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So, if |$ is in M +0V , such that ||$ b T, we get
(xn , |)n? |
+
&
e&nt2(_ b Tt (x), |$ b T) dt
and, by normality of |$ b T,
(xn , |$ b T) n? |
+
&
e&nt2(_ b Tt (x), |$ b T) dt,
from which we get that
T(xn)n? |
+
&
e&nt2T(_ b Tt (x)) dtn? |
+
&
e&nt2_t (T(x)) dt,
from which we infer that xn belongs to MT & M b T , which remains true, by
linearity, for every x in MT & M b T .
The fact that 4 b T (xn) is converging to 4 b T (x) is proved using similar
arguments (cf. [St. Z] 10.21).
Let us suppose again that x is positive; for real a and b, the calculation
above shows that _ b Ta+ib(xn) is the sum of four elements of the form
:enb2n? |
+
&
e&n(t&a)2 max(0, cos(2nb(t&a)) _ b Tt (x) dt,
where : is \1 or \i. The absolute value of each of these terms are less
than enb2 - n? +& e&n(t&a)
2_ b Tt (x) dt=e
nb2xn , and therefore we get that
_ b Ta+ib(xn) belongs to MT & M b T , which remains true, by linearity, for
every x in MT & M b T . K
10.13. Lemma. Let X in NT2 , a in NT1 & N1 , then X*41(a) belongs to
41(N1), 81(X*4T1(a)) belongs to N1 , and we have
41(81(X*4T1(a)))=X*41(a).
Proof. By 10.6(v) and 2.3, X*41(a) belongs to D(H1 , 
o
0), and
R
o
0(X*41(a)) is equal to X*4T1(a). Therefore, using 10.3, we get
%
o
1(X*41(a), X*41(a))=T2(%
 o0(41(a), X*41(a)))
=T2(X*4T1(a) 4T1(a)* X )&4T1(a)&
2 T2(X*X )
from which we infer that %
o
1(X*41(a), X*41(a)) is bounded, and, there-
fore, by 2.1, that X*41(a) belongs to D(H1 , 
o
1)=41(N1) (2.5).
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Moreover, if b belongs to NT1 & N1 , and is analytic with respect to 1 ,
we have, by 10.6(v), %
o
0(41(a), 41(b))=4T1(a) 4T1(b)*, and, therefore
%
o
0(41(a), 41(b))* %
 o0(41(a), 41(b))&4T1(a)&
2 4T1(b) 4T1(b)*,
from which we deduce, using 10.7, that %
o
0(41(a), 41(b)) belongs to NT2 .
Using now 10.5, we get that T2(X*%
o
0(41(a), 41(b)))* T2(X*%
 o0(41(a),
41(b))) is less than
&T2(X*X )& T2(%
o
0(41(a), 41(b))* %
 o0(41(a), 41(b)))
and that 1(T2(X*%
o
0(41(a), 41(b)))* T2(X*%
 o0(41(a), 41(b)))) is less
than
&T2(X*X )& 2(%
o
0(41(a), 41(b))* %
 o0(41(a), 41(b))),
which, by 3.7 and 10.3, is equal to &T2(X*X )&2 &41(a)0
J1 2121 41(b)&
2. From which we get that T2(X*%
o
0(41(a), 41(b)))
belongs to N1 .
Let now c be in N1 ; we have, using 2.3 and 2.5,
1(c*T2(X*%
o
0(41(a), 41(b))))
=1(T2(%
o
0(c*X*41(a), 41(b))))
=1(%
o
0(c*X*41(a), 41(b)))
=(c*X*41(a) | 21 41(b))
=(X*41(a) | ?$(21 41(b)) 41(c))
=(?$(2141(b))* X*41(a) | 41(c))
=(J1 ?(2121 41(b)) J1X*41(a) | 41(c)),
from which we deduce that
41(T2(X*%
 o0(41(a), 41(b))))=J1?(2
12
1 41(b)) J1X*41(a).
From this we get, using 10.11,
&81(X*4T1(a)) J12
12
1 41(b)&
2
=1(b81(X*4T1(a))* 81(X*4T1(a)) b*)
=1(T2(X*4T1(a) 4T1(b)*)* T2(X*4T1(a) 4T1(b)*))
=&41(T2(X*%
 o0(41(a), 41(b))))&
2
=&?$(J12121 42(b)) X*41(a)&
2.
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Let now x be MT1 & M1 ; let us take b=_
1
i2(xn), where xn has been
defined in 10.12. The equality obtained, going to the limit and using 10.12,
gives then
&81(X*4T1(a)) J141(x)&=&J1xJ1 X*41(a)&.
Taking now y in NT1 & N1 , a family (ei) in N*0 converging to 1, and a
family ( fj) in N*T1 converging to 1, applying this last equality to x=fj eiy
and taking the limit, we get
&81(X*4T1(a)) J141( y)&=&J1yJ1 X*41(a)&,
which remains true, using 10.6(ii), for any y in N1 . From which we deduce
that 81(X*4T1(a)) is in N1 . The result is then given by a calculation as
above. K
10.14. Theorem. Let us take the notations of 10.11; let X in NT2 , e in
NT1 , then, 81(X*4T1(e)) belongs to NT1 , and we have
X*4T1(e)=4T1(81(X*4T1(e)))
81(X*4T1(e))* 81(X*4T1(e))&T2(X*X )& T1(e*e).
Proof. For any f in N0 , we have, using 10.13,
(T1(81(X*4T1(e))* 81(X*4T1(e))) 40( f ) | 40( f ))
=2(81(X*4T1(ef ))* 81(X*4T1(ef )))
=&X*41(ef )&
2=&X*4T1(e) 41( f )&
2,
from which we deduce that T1(81(X*4T1(e))* 81(X*4T1(e))=4T1(e)*
XX*4T1(e). Therefore, 81(X*4T1(e)) belongs to NT1 , and the first result
comes then from the injectivity of 81 .
Let now be a in NT1 ; using 10.11, 10.5, and 10.7, we get
a81(X*4T1(e))* 81(X*4T1(e)) a*
=(81(X*4T1(e)) a*)* 81(X*4T1(e)) a*
=T2(X*4T1(e) 4T1(a)*)* T2(X*4T1(e) 4T1(a)*)
&T2(X*X )& T2(4T1(a) 4T1(e)* 4T1(e) 4T1(a)*)
=&T2(X*X )& T2(4T1 (aT1(e*e)) 4T1(a)*)
=&T2(X*X )& aT1(e*e) a*,
from which we get the operator inequality result. K
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10.15. Remark. So, by the previous results, to each element in NT2 , we
associate the function e  8(X*4T1(e)) from NT1 to NT1 , which satisfies
this operator inequality; in order to understand it, let us take, as a specific
example, the special case where T2 is bounded, and X=1; then T2(1) is a
scalar, which is equal ([K], 2.1) to Jones’ Index [M1 : M0]; therefore this
operator inequality reduces then, for all e in NT1 , to
e*e[M1 : M0] T1(e*e),
and, in the II1 -case, we get PimsnerPopa’s inequality, which states that,
for all x positive in M1 , we have
x[M1 : M0] T1(x).
With those results, it is possible to prove that, in the general case (i.e. not
only in the depth 2 case), that the tower of relative commutants has the
same structure as in the finite index case.
11. Regular Operator-Valued Weights
In this section we come back to an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of fac-
tors M0/M1 , and we suppose there exist an operator-valued weight T1
from M1 to M0 ; if there exist a non-zero element in the definition ideal NT2
commuting with M0 (11.2), the inclusion is regular; if both restrictions of
T2 to M2 & M$0 and of T3 to M3 & M$1 are semi-finite, we shall say that T1
is regular (11.12); then, the Hilbert space H1 appears as the standard space
L2(M2 & M$0) (11.5). The tower is then as an analog of the crossed-product
construction (11.6, 11.7, 11.15).
In the canonical example of a crossed-product of a factor by an outer
action of a locally compact group, we see (11.14), that the operator-valued
weight from the crossed-product to the initial algebra is regular in the sense
of 11.12. In 11.16, we get that every irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors
M0/M1 , with a regular operator-valued weight, such that M3 & M$1 is
abelian is of that type: there exist then a locally compact group G and an
outer action of G on M1 such that M2 is equal to the crossed-product of
M1 by G (and M0 is equal to the invariant subalgebra of M1).
11.1. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors,
and let T, T $ be two faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weights from
M1 to M0 ; then T and T $ are proportional.
Proof. From ([St], 11.5), for all t in R, [DT $ : DT]t belongs to
M1 & M$0=C; from which we infer that there exist *0 such that, for any
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faithful semi-finite normal weight  on M0 , we have  b T $=* b T, from
which we get T $=*T. K
11.2 Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors,
and let us suppose there is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0 , such that there exist a non-zero element in the
definition ideal NT2 commuting with M0 ; then the inclusion M0/M1 is
regular.
Proof. For any X in NT2 & M$0 , by 10.6, 4T2(X ) belongs to
HomM0, Mo1(H1 , H2), and we get the result. K
11.3. Definitions and Notations. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible
inclusion of factors, and let (Mi) i # N be the canonical tower as defined in
4.1. Let us suppose there is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0; then, by 10.3, it is possible to define by
recurrence, for all i1, a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight
Ti from Mi to Mi&1. Let 0 be a faithful semi-finite weight on M0 , and,
for all i1, let us define by recurrence i=i&1 b Ti . Let us write .i for
the restriction of Ti+1 to Mi+1 & M$i&1.
11.4. Proposition. With the notations of 11.3, let us suppose that the
restriction of Ti+1 to Mi+1 & M$i&1 is a semi-finite weight .i ; then, the
restriction of Ti+3 to Mi+3 & M$i+1 is a semi-finite weight .i+2 which is
proportional to the weight .i b ji b ji+1.
Proof. Let us consider the inclusion Mi&1/Mi/Mi+1, and the
operator-valued weight Ti from Mi to Mi&1; let us write ? for the represen-
tation of Mi+1 on Hi , \ for the representation of Mi+1 on Hi+1; with the
notations of 10.2, the inverse operator-valued weight (Ti)&1? verifies, by
definition of Ti+1 (11.3 and 10.3), for all positive x in ?(Mi&1)$=
Ji Mi+1 Ji ,
(Ti)&1? (x)=ji b Ti+1 b ji (X ).
The inverse operator-valued weight (Ti)&1\ goes from \(Mi&1)$ to \(Mi)$,
i.e., by 4.5 applied to the inclusion Mi&1/Mi , from Ji+1Mi+3Ji+1 to
Ji+1Mi+2Ji+1; therefore ji+1 b (Ti)&1\ b ji is a faithful semi-finite normal
operator valued weight from Mi+3 to Mi+2 , and is, by 11.1, proportional
to Ti+3. Therefore, there exists *i>0 such that, for any y in \(Mi&1)$=
Ji+1Mi+3Ji+1 , we have
(Ti)&1\ ( y)=*i ji+1 b Ti+3 b ji+1( y).
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If x belongs to Mi+1 & M$i&1, then (Ti)&1? (x)=.i b ji (x) ji (1)=.i b ji (x) 1
and belongs to Mi+1; therefore, by 10.2, we get
(Ti)&1\ (\(x))=.i b ji (x) \(1)
and
Ti+3 b ji+1(x)=(*i)&1 .i b ji (x) 1.
So, if z belongs to Mi+3 & M$i+1 , then ji+1(z) belongs to Mi+1 & M$i&1 ,
and we have
Ti+3(z)=(*i)&1 .i b ji b ji+1(z) 1. K
11.5. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors, with
a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 , and
let us suppose that the restriction .1 of T2 to M2 & M$0 is semi-finite, and
that the restriction of T3 to M3 & M$0 is semi-finite. Then the application I. ,
defined, for all x in N. by I4.(x)=4T2(x) is an isometry from the Hilbert
spaces H. onto H1 , which makes the representations ?. be isomorphic to the
representation ?1 of M2 & M$0 .
Proof. The application I. is clearly an isometry from H. into H1 . Let
p be the projection I.I .*; by 5.4, we get that p belongs to the ?1(M3 & M$0).
By 11.2, for any e in NT2 & M$0 , 4T2(e) belongs to H1 . Moreover, if X
belongs to NT3 & M$0 , then X*4T2(e)=?1(X*) 4T2(e) belongs to H1 ; apply-
ing 10.11, we see, as 82 is a (M2 , M1)-module map, that 82(X*4T2(e)) is
in M2 & M$0 ; by 10.14, it belongs to NT2 & M$0 , and, by 10.14 again, we see
that
?1(X*) 4T2(e)=X*4T2(e)=4T2(82(X*4T2(e))
belongs to the subspace 4T2(NT2 & M$0) of H1 .
Therefore, we have p?1(X*) p=?1(X*) p, for any X in NT3 & M$0 , and,
by density, for any X in M3 & M$0 . So, we get that p belongs to the center
of ?1(M3 & M$0); by 5.4, we get that p=1; so, for any X in M2 & M$0 and
x in N. , we get
?1(X ) I.4.(x)=?1(X ) 4T2(x)=4T2(Xx)=I.4.(Xx)=I.?.(X ) 4.(x),
which finishes the proof. K
11.6. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of
factors, with a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight T1 from M1
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to M0; then, with the notations of 11.3, for all i1, if .i is semi-finite, we
have
Mi+1=(Mi _ (Mi+1 & M$i&1))"
and therefore the factor Mi+1 is isomorphic to the cross-product of the factor
Mi by the action :i . More precisely, we have
_*U i*Mi+1 Ui_=(:i (Mi) _ 1Hi ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1))",
where _ is the flip from Hi Hi to Hi Hi .
Proof. Let us define N=(Mi _ (Mi+1 & M$i&1)))"; as, for all t in R, x
in Mi , and y in Mi&1 , we have _i+1t (x)=_
i
t (x) and _
i+1
t ( y)=_
i&1
t ( y),
we infer that Mi and Mi&1 are globally invariant under _i+1t ; therefore
_i+1t (Mi+1 & M$i&1)=Mi+1 & M$i&1 , and _
i+1
t (N )=N.
Let us take now x in N.i , and y in Ni ; using 10.6, we know that xy
belongs to Ni+1 , and, as both .i and i are semi-finite, we see that the
restriction of i+1 to N is semi-finite. Therefore, by Takesaki’s theorem
([St], 10.2), there exists a conditional expectation from Mi+1 which is
given by the projection on the closed subspace generated by
4i+1(N & Ni+1); using 10.6 and 5.8, we get, for all x in N.i and y in Ni ,
4i+1(xy)=4Ti+1(x) 41( y)=Ui (4Ti+1(x)41( y)).
As Ui is unitary (by 6.3), and as the set of all 4Ti+1(x) is dense in H i
(by 11.5), we get that the closed subspace generated by 4i+1(N & Ni+1) is
all Hi+1; therefore the projection on it is 1, the conditional expectation is
the identity, and N is equal to Mi+1 . The second equality is then clear
by 8.6. K
11.7. Corollary. With the hypothesis and notations of 11.6, for all
i0, if .i+1 is semi-finite, we have M :i+1i+1=Mi .
Proof. By 11.6, we have Mi+2=(Mi+1 _ (Mi+2 & M$i))", and, there-
fore,
Mi+2/(Mi+1 _ (Mi+2 & M$i&1))"/Mi+2 ,
from which we get Mi+2=(Mi+1 _ (Mi+2 & M$i&1))". Taking the com-
mutants (on Hi+1), we have M$i+2=M$i+1 & (Mi+2 & M$i&1)$, and, by
ji+1 , we get, by 4.7,
Mi=Mi+1 & (Mi+3 & M$i)$,
from which we get the result, by 8.7. K
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11.8. Corollary. With the hypothesis and notations of 11.6, for all
i1, we have
(i) if .i is semi-finite,
[(|a, b id)(Wi), a, b, # Hi]"=?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$;
(ii) if .i+1 is semi-finite,
[(id|a, b)(Wi), a, b, # Hi]"=?i (Mi+2 & M$i)$.
Proof. By 8.8 and 11.7, we easily get (i); then (ii) is clear by 7.6. K
11.9. Lemma. With the hypothesis and notations of 11.6, for all i1,
if .i is semi-finite, there exist *i>0 such that, for any positive X in
Mi+1 & M$i&1 , we have
.i (x) 1=*i (.i i) #i+1 ji (X ).
Proof. By 11.4, there exist *$i such that
Ti+3 b ji+1(x)=(*$i)
&1 . b ji (x) 1.
By 6.4, we have Mi+3=Ui (L(Hi)Mi+1) U i* and Mi+2=Ui (L(H1)
Mi) U i*; therefore, the application defined, for all positive x in Mi+3 , by
x  Ui (iTi+1)(U i*xUi) U i* is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-
valued weight from Mi+3 to Mi+2 , and, by 11.1 again, is proportional to
Ti+3; that means there exists a positive *i" such that, for every positive z
in Mi+3 , we have
Ti+3(z)=*i"Ui (iTi+1)(U i*xUi) U i*
and, therefore, for all positive x in Mi+1 & M$i&1 , we have, using 6.6 and
11.5,
Ti+3 b ji+1(x)=*i"Ui (i.i) #i+1(x) U i*
and, with *i=*$i*i", we get
.i b ji (x)=*i (i.i) #i+1(x),
from which we deduce the result. K
11.10. Proposition. With the hypothesis and notations of 11.6, for all
i1, if the weight .i is semi-finite, it is invariant under the action ;i defined
in 8.10.
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Proof. For any positive x in Mi+1 & M$i&1 , we have, by 11.9 and 8.10,
(.i i) ;i (x)=*i .i (x).
Let | be in L(Hi)*
+1; then (i|) is a conditional expectation; therefore,
for any x in Mi+1 & M$i&1 , we get
(i|) ;i (x*)(i|) ;i (x)(i|) ;i (x*x)
and
.i ((i|) ;i (x*)(i|) ;i (x))(.i|) ;i (x*x)=*i.i (x*x);
therefore, if x belongs to Ni , so does (i|) ;i (x), and, by linearity, this
remains true for any | in L(Hi)* .
On the other hand, let .$i the canonical weight on ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$
defined, for any positive x in ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$ by .$i (x)=.i (JixJi).
For any x in N.i , y in N.$i , we have
(.i.$i)((1y*)(;i (x*x)(1y)))
=.$i ( y*(.i i) ;i (x*x) y)=*i.i (x*x) .$i ( y*y).
Therefore, if x belongs to N.i and y to N.$i , ;i (x)(1y) belongs to N.i .$i .
Moreover, by polarisation, linearity and continuity, there exists an
operator Xi on HiHi such that *iXi is an isometry, and such that, for any
x in N.i and y in N.$i , we have
Xi (4.i (x)4.$i ( y))=4.i.$i (;i (x)(1y)).
If x$ is in N.i and y$ in N.$i , we have
(|4.i (x), 4.i (x$)|4.$i ( y), 4.$i ( y$))(Xi)=(.i.$i)((x$*y$*) ;i (x)(1y))
=(.i|4.$i ( y), 4.$i ( y$))((x$*1) ;i (x))
and, by continuity, we get, for all | in L(Hi)* ,
(|4.i (x), 4.i (x$)|)(Xi)=(.i|)((x$*1) ;i (x))=.i (x$*((i|) ;i (x)))
and, therefore,
4.i ((i|)(;i (x)))=(i|)(Xi) 4.i (x).
Moreover, by the same calculation, we get
(|4.i (x), 4.i (x$) i)(Xi)=(.i  i)((x$*1) ;i (x)) # ?i (Mi+1 & M( i&1)$,
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and, therefore, for any x in N.i , | in (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$)* , we have
4.i ((i|)(;i (x))=(i|)(Xi) 4.i (x).
By pre-dualizing the coproduct 1i on Ai=?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$, we get a
product on (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$)* (cf. [ES], 1.2.1) that we shall write V. We
get, by 8.10, for |1 , |2 in (?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$)* , x in Mi+1 & M$i&1 ,
(i|1 V |2) ;i (x)=(i|1|2)(i1i) ;i (x)
=(i|2|1)(i1i) ;i (x)
=(i|2|1)(;i i) ;i (x)
=(i|2) ;i ((i|1) ;i (x)),
and, therefore, if x belongs to N.i , we have
(i|1 V |2)(Xi) 4.i (x)=4.i ((i|2) ;i ((i|1) ;i (x)))
=(i|2)(Xi) 4.i ((i|1)(;i (x))
=(i|2)(Xi)(i|1)(Xi) 4.i (x),
from which we deduce that
(i|1 V |2)(Xi)=(i|2)(Xi)(i|1)(Xi)
and, therefore (by [ES2], 1.5.1),
(i1i)(Xi)=(Xi1)(1_)(Xi1)(1_)
or, using 8.3,
(1Wi)(Xi1)(1W i*)=(1_)(Xi1)(1_)(Xi1),
from which we get
(1Wi)(X i*Xi 1)(1W i*)
=(X i*1)(1_)(X i*Xi 1)(1_)(Xi1),
but, as *12i Xi is an isometry, we have X i*Xi=*
&1
i 11 and this last
equality gives *&2i =*
&1
i , and, therefore *i=1, which, with 11.9, gives the
result. K
11.11. Corollary. With the hypothesis and notations of 11.6, for all
i1, if the weight .i is semi-finite, .i b ji is invariant under the restriction of
the action :i+1 to the von Neumann algebra Mi+1 & M$i&1.
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Proof. Clear by 8.9 and 11.10. K
11.12. Definition. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible inclusion of factors,
and let us suppose there is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Such an operator-valued weight will be called
regular, if both are semi-finite the restrictions of T2 to M2 & M$0 , and
of T3 to M3 & M$1 . Then, by 11.4, for all i1, the restriction of Ti+1
to Mi+1 & M$i&1 is a normal faithful semi-finite weight on Mi+1 & M$i&1
we shall write .i . By 11.5, the Hilbert space Hi is isomorphic to
L2(Mi+1 & M$i&1).
11.13 Corollary. Let us suppose that T1 is regular in the sense of
11.12; then, for all i1, we have A$i & A $i=Ai & A $i=A$i & A $i=C.
Proof. By 11.6, we get M$i & (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$=M$i+1 , and, therefore,
Mi+2 & M$i & (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$=Mi+2 & M$i+1=C.
As we have, by 5.4, ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$=?i (Mi+2 & M$i&1 & (Mi+1 &
M$i&1)$), we get
A $i & Ai=?i (Mi+2 & M$i) & ?i (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$
=?i (Mi+2 & M$i & (Mi+1 & M$i&1)$)=C
Using 8.5 and 8.3, we get the whole result. K
11.14. Corollary. (i) Let : be an outer action of a locally compact
group G on a factor A; the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is an irreducible depth 2
regular inclusion, with a regular operator-valued weight, in the sense of 11.12.
(ii) Let : be an outer action of a Kac algebra K on a factor A; then,
the inclusion :(A)/A <: K is an irreducible depth, 2 regular inclusion, with
a regular operator-valued weight, in the sense of 11.12.
Proof. Let us consider an outer action of the Kac algebra K=(M, 1,
}, .) on a factor A; by 5.1 and 6.27 we get that this inclusion is irreducible
and depth 2. Moreover (10.9), there exists a canonical faithful semi-finite
normal canonical operator-valued weight T1 from A <: G to :(A) and the
basic construction leads to a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T2 from AL(H.), given by the bidual action of K$ on the
bicrossed-product (A <: K) <:~ K $. More precisely, using ([E], III.1), we get
that the isomorphism which sends AL(H.) on (A <: K) <:~ K $ sends
:(A) on :(A)CH. , and CAM$ on CACH. M$.
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Therefore, it sends AL(H.) & :(A)$ on (A <: K) <:~ K $ & :(A)$
L(H.), which is included into A <: KL(H.) & :(A)$L(H.), i.e. into
CA CH. L(H.), by the outerness of the action :.
So, there exists a von Neumann algebra N on H. , such that
(A <:K) <:~ K $ & :(A)$L(H.)=CACH. N,
and we have trivially M$/N. The bidual action :~~ of K$ on (A <: K) <:~ K $
leaves invariant :~ (A <: K), and, therefore :(A)CH.=:~ (:(A)). So, the
restriction of :~~ to CA CH. N is an action of K
$. Moreover, its restric-
tion to CA CH. M$ is, by definition ([E], II.6), given by the coproduct
1 $. So, using ([ES1], V.4), we get that N is the von Neumann algebra
generated by N :~~ and M$. We get
CA CH. N
:~~ =((A <: K) <:~ K $):~
~ & CACH. N
=:~ (A <: K) & :(A)$L(H.)
=:~ (A <: K) & :~ (:(A))$
=:~ (A <: K & :(A)$)=CACH. CH. .
Therefore, N:~~ =CH. , and we get
(A <: K) <:~ K $ & :(A)$L(H.)=CACH. M$.
The operator-valued weight from (A <: K) <:~ K $ to :~ (A <: K) is ([ES1],
2.2) given by x  (id.$ b }$) :~~ (x); therefore, its restriction to M$ will be
equal to x  (id.$ b }$) 1 $(x)=.$ b }$(x) by the left-invariance of .$ b }$
on (M$, 1 $), and is therefore semi-finite.
One step further, as we are dealing with an outer action of the Kac
algebra K $ on the factor A <: K, we get the same property, and, therefore,
we have (ii). As (i) is just a particular case of (ii), the proof is finished. K
11.15. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of fac-
tors, with a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to
M0 , regular in the sense of 11.12. Then:
(i) The Hilbert space H1 is equal to L2(M2 & M$0 , .1), where .1 is
the restriction of T2 to M2 & M$0 , and the restriction of ?1 to M2 & M$0 is
equal to ?.1 .
(ii) The multiplicative unitary W1 generates two Hopfvon Neumann
algebras (A1 , 11) and (A1 , 1 1), where A1=?1(M2 & M$0)$ and A1=
?1(M3 & M$1)$.
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(iii) There is a canonical outer action :1 of (A1 , 1 1) on M1 such that
M:11 =M0 , and M2 is isomorphic to M1 <:1 A1 .
(iv) All these results are valid at each level of the tower.
Proof. It is just a rewriting of 11.5, 11.6, 11.7, and 11.8. K
1l.16. Theorem. With the hypothesis of 11.15, we have:
(i) If the algebra M2 & M$0 is abelian, then, there exists a locally com-
pact group G, and an outer coaction :1 of G on M1 such that M0=M :11 and
M2=M1 <:1 G ; then the Hilbert space H1 is equal to L
2(G), and M2 & M$0
is equal to L(G).
(ii) If the algebra M3 & M$1 is abelian, then, there exists a locally com-
pact group G, and an outer action :1 of G on M1 , such that M0=M :11 and
M2=M1 <:1 G; then the Hilbert space H1 is equal to L
2(G), and M3 & M$1
is equal to L(G)
Proof. Let us apply 11.15. If M2 & M$0 is abelian, so is ?1(M2 & M$0),
and, as ?1 is the standard representation of M2 & M$0 , so is ?1(M2 & M$0)$;
therefore, W1 is cocomutative in the sense of ([BS], 2.3), and, using
([BS], 2.2), we get that there exists a locally compact group G such that
W1 is equivalent to _WG_1 K  K , where WG is the canonical multi-
plicative unitary associated to a locally compact group G. Using then
11.13, we get that K=C, and, therefore, that H1=L2(G), and
?1(M2 & M$0)=?1(M2 & M$0)$=L
(G). Using 3.4, we get, by 11.15, the
existence of a coaction of the locally compact group G on M1 , and (i) is
proved.
If M3 & M$1 is abelian, we can apply (i) to the inclusion M1/M2 .
Applying then 7.6, we get that W1 is equal to WG , and, therefore, with
([E], I.3(ii)), the action :1 from ?1(M3 & M$1)$=L
(G) comes from a con-
tinuous action (still denoted :1) from G. K
12. Back to Discrete or Compact Irreducible Depth 2 Inclusions
In this section we come back to discrete or compact inclusions, applying
preceding results. We have seen (9.9) that, in a discrete (resp. compact)
inclusion, there is a faithful normal conditional expectation from M1 to M0
(resp. from M2 to M1). We prove the converse result (12.2). In both cases,
this conditional expectation is regular in the sense of 11.12, and we can
then apply all the results of section 11. Moreover, the multiplicative unitary
is then (12.6) regular in the sense of [BS], and we get crossed-product by,
alternatively, a compact quantum group and its dual (12.6), and then,
according to Yamagami’s result ([Y1], [Y2]), more precisely, a compact
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type Kac algebras and its dual (12.7) (see [HO1], [HO2], [Y1], [Y2]).
When the inclusion is both compact and discrete, we get finite-dimensional
Kac algebras (12.10), and Ocneanu’s theorem (12.12).
12.1. Lemma. Let M0/M1 be a depth 2 irreducible inclusion of factors,
and let us suppose there is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0 ; then T1 is bounded if and only if T3 is bounded
(more precisely, T3(1)=T1(1)).
Proof. Let us apply 10.2 to the inclusion M1/M2 and the operator-
valued weight T2; let us take N=M2 , and let ? be the representation of
M2 on H1 , and \ be the representation of M2 on H2 . Then, (with the nota-
tions of 10.2), by 10.3, we have, for any x in ?(M1)$=J1M1J1 , and y in
\(M1)$=J2M3J2 ,
(T2)&1? (x)=J1T1(J1 xJ1) J1
(T2)&1\ ( y)=J2T3(J2 yJ2) J2 .
Using then 10.2, we get that T3(1)=T1(1), which finishes the proof. K
12.2. Theorem. Let M0/M1 be a depth 2 irreducible inclusion of fac-
tors, and let us suppose there is a faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0 ; then:
(i) If T1 is bounded, then T3 is bounded, F1*4T3(1) belongs to
HomM0, Mo2(H1 , H2) and the inclusion is discrete, and, therefore, regular.
(ii) If T2 is bounded, then 4T2(1) belongs to HomM1, M o1(H1 , H2) and
the inclusion is compact, and, therefore, regular.
Proof. Let us suppose that T2 is bounded; as 4T2 is a M2&M1-module
morphism, it is clear that 4T2(1) belongs to HomM1, Mo1(H1 , H2), and the
inclusion M0/M1 is compact, which is (ii).
If T1 is bounded, by 12.1, T3 is bounded, and, therefore, applying (ii) to
the inclusion M1/M2 , we get that the inclusion M2/M3 is compact, and,
then, by 9.6, we get (i). K
12.3. Examples. (i) Let G be a discrete group and : an outer action
of G on a factor A; then the canonical operator-valued weight from the
crossed-product A <: G to :(A) (10.9) is finite, and, by 12.2(i), the inclu-
sion :(A)/A <: G is discrete.
(ii) Let G be a compact group and : an outer action of G on a fac-
tor A; then the canonical operator-valued weight from the crossed-product
(A <: G) <:~ G to :~ (A <: G) (10.9) is finite; therefore, by 11.1, the canonical
operator-valued weight from AL(L2(G)) to A <: G given by the basic
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construction is finite, and, by 12.2(ii), the inclusion :(A)/ <: G is com-
pact.
(iii) Let K be a Kac algebra of discrete type ([ES2], 6.3), and : an
outer action of K on A; for the same reasons as (i), the inclusion
:(A)/A <: K is discrete. In particular, if : is an outer coaction of a com-
pact group G, the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is discrete.
(iv) Let K be a Kac algebra of compact type ([ES2], 6.2), and : an
outer action of K on A; for the same reasons as (ii), the inclusion
:(A)/A <: K is compact. So, if : is an outer coaction of a discrete group
G, the inclusion :(A)/ <: G is compact.
12.4. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be a discrete irreducible depth 2 inclu-
sion of factors; let T1 be the conditional expectation from M1 to M0 con-
structed in 9.9; let (Mi)i # N be the canonical tower as defined in 4.1, and let
Ti be the canonical faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from
Mi to Mi&1 constructed by recurrence, using 10.3. Then the restriction of
T2 b T3 to M3 & M$0 and the restriction of T2 to M2 & M$0 are semi-finite
weights; therefore T1 is regular in the sense of 11.12.
Proof. By 6.4, we have L(H1)M1=U 1*M3U1 and CH1 M0=
U1*M0 U1 ; therefore, the application defined, for all positive x in
L(H1)M1 , by
T (x)=U1(T1 b T2 b T3(U 1*xU1)) U 1* ,
is a normal faithful semi-finite operator-valued weight from L(H1)M1 to
CH1 M0 . So, for any normal faithful semi-finite weight 0 on M0 , we get,
by ([St], 11.15),
(DT : D TrT1)t=(D0 b T : D Tr1)t # L(H1)C,
where 1=0 b T1 , and Tr is the canonical trace on L(H1). As it is a
_Tr1t -cocycle, there exist a positive invertible operator h on H1 such that
(DT : D TrT1)t=hit 1, and, therefore, we get that T =Tr(h.)T1 . As
T1 is a conditional expectation, we infer that the restriction of T to L(H1)
is equal to Tr(h.), and is therefore semi-finite. Using 6.4 back, we get that
the restriction of T1 b T2 b T3 to M3 & M$0 is semi-finite. As T1 is a condi-
tional expectation, this restriction is equal to the restriction of T2 b T3 to
M3 & M$0 , which is, therefore semi-finite. We then easily get that the restric-
tion of T2 to M2 & M$0 is semi-finite. By 12.2(i), T3 is bounded, and, there-
fore, we get the result. K
12.5. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be a compact irreducible depth 2 inclu-
sion of factors; then, there exist a regular operator-valued weight T1 from M1
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to M0 , such that the operator-valued weight T2 from M2 to M1 constructed
by the basic construction is the conditional expectation given in 9.9.
Proof. By 9.9, we get a faithful normal conditional expectation from M2
to M1; if we call ? the representation of M2 on H1 , we may define, using
the notations of 10.2, a normal faithful semi-finite operator-valued weight
from ?(M1)$=J1 M1J1 to ?(M2)$=J1M0J1 , and, therefore, a normal faith-
ful operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0; by 10.3, it is clear that the
operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 given from T1 by the basic con-
struction is the conditional expectation T2 . Applying then 12.4, we get that
T1 is regular. K
12.6. Theorem. (i) Let M0/M1 be a compact irreducible depth 2
inclusion of factors. Then, the compact multiplicative unitary W1 constructed
in 7.3 and 9.3 is regular in the sense of ([BS], 3.3), and comes from a com-
pact quantum group in the sense of Woronowicz ([W2]).
(ii) Let M0/M1 be a discrete irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors.
Then, the discrete multiplicative unitary W1 constructed in 7.3 and 9.3 is
regular in the sense of ([BS], 3.3), and comes from a discrete quantum group
in the sense of EffrosRuan ([ER]).
Proof. Let us suppose that M0/M1 is compact. By 12.5, there exists a
normal faithful conditional expectation T2 from M2 to M1 , and, by 12.2
and 9.3, the vector e=4T2(1) is fixed for the multiplicative unitary W1 .
Let now y in H1 , such that ((id|a, b)(_W1)* e | y)=0, for all a, b in
H1 . Then
((|b, y id)(W*)e | a)=(e | (|y, b id)(W1) a)=(be | W1( ya))
=(eb | _W1( ya))=(e | (id|a, b)(_W1) y)=0
and, therefore, we have (|b, y id)(W*) e=0, for all b in H1 .
As (|b, y id)(W*) belongs to ?1(M2 & M$0)$, there exists, using 11.5, X
in M2 & M$0 such that (|b, y id)(W*)=J.1?1(X )J.1 , where J.1 is the
canonical antilinear bijective isometry given by the GNS construction of
the state .1 (which is the restriction of T2 to M2 & M$0). As J.1 e=e
(because e=4T2(1)), we get that Xe=0, which implies that .1(X*X )=
&Xe&2=0, and, by the faithfulness of T2 , we get that X=0, and, therefore
(|b, y  id)(W*)=0, for all b in H1 , from which we get that y=0. There-
fore, the subspace of all [(id|)(_W1)* e, | # L(H1)*] is dense in H1 .
Let x in H1 ; for any a, b in H1 , we have
((id|x, e)(_W1) a | b)=(_W1(ax) | be)=(ax | W 1*(eb))
=(ax | eb)=( px, e(a) | b)
and therefore, we get (id|x, e)(_W1)=px, e .
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So, for any A in [(id|)(_W1), | # L(H1)*], we get
(id|x, e)(_W1) A=px, A*e .
By ([BS], 3.2), the subset [(id|)(_W1), | # L(H1)*] is an algebra,
and, therefore, it contains all projections px, y , for all x in H1 , and all y in
a dense subset of H1 . Therefore, the norm closure of [(id|)(_W1) e,
| # L(H1)*] contains all compact operators. By definition, W1 is semi-
regular in the sense of ([B], Def. 3.1), and, as W1 is compact, using ([B],
Prop. 3.2), we get that W1 is regular in the sense of ([BS] 3.3).
Using then ([BS] 4.7), the Hilbert space H1 can be written as a tensor
product of Hilbert spaces KK$, and W1 is then equivalent to
Ws1K$K$ , where Ws is the multiplicative unitary associated to a compact
quantum group. But then we get that CK L(K$) belongs to the commutants
[(| id)(W1), | # L(H1)*]$ and [(id|)(W1), | # L(H1)*]$; the
intersection of these two von Neumann algebra, by 11.8, is ?1(M2 & M$0 &
M3 & M$1)=C; therefore, we have K$=C, and W1 is associated to a com-
pact quantum group.
If M0/M1 is discrete, then, by 9.6, M1/M2 is compact; by (i) and 7.6,
we get (ii). K
12.7. Corollary. Let M0/M1 be a depth 2 irreducible inclusion of
factors; if there exists a normal faithful conditional expectation T1 from M1
to M0 , then M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an outer action of a discrete
quantum group, as defined in [ER]. If there is a normal faithful conditional
expectation T2 from M2 to M1 , then M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an
outer action of a compact quantum group, as defined in [W2].
Proof. The result is clear by 12.6 and 11.6. K
12.8. Theorem. (i) Let M0/M1 be a compact irreducible depth 2
inclusion of factors. Then, the compact multiplicative unitary W1 constructed
in 7.3 and 9.3 comes from a compact type Kac algebra, as defined in ([ES2],
6.2).
(ii) Let M0/M1 be a discrete irreducible depth 2 inclusion of factors.
Then, the discrete multiplicative unitary W1 constructed in 7.3 and 9.3 comes
from a discrete type Kac algebra, as defined in ([ES], 6.3).
(iii) If there exists a normal faithful conditional expectation T1 from
M1 to M0 , then M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an outer action of a
discrete type Kac algebra, as defined in [ES2].
(iv) If there is a normal faithful conditional expectation T2 from M2
to M1 , then M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an outer action of a compact
type Kac algebra, as defined in [ES2].
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Proof. The result is a corollary of Yamagami’s result ([Y2]), using
12.6 and 12.7. K
12.9. Remark. Yamagami’s result ([Y2]) is not quite clear to us, and
we did not succeed to understand his proof.
12.10. Proposition. Let M0/M1 be a depth 2 irreducible inclusion of
factors; then, the following are equivalent:
(i) The inclusion is compact and discrete.
(ii) There is a conditional expectation T1 from M1 to M0 , and a
conditional expectation T2 from M2 to M1 .
Moreover, we have then:
(iii) There exists two finite-dimensional Kac algebras, dual to each
other, whose underlying von Neumann algebras are M2 & M$0 and M3 & M$1 ;
the tracial Haar states being, respectively, ( proportional to) the restriction of
T2 to M2 & M$0 and the restriction of T3 to M3 & M$1 ; the Hilbert space H1
is finite dimensional, and equal to the standard Hilbert space of these
algebras. The index [M1 : M0] (in the sense of [K]) is then an integer, and
use have
[M1 : M0]=dim H1=dim(M2 & M$0)=dim(M3 & M$1)=T $2(1) T $1(1),
where T $1 is a bounded operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 , and T $2 the
bounded operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 constructed by the basic
construction (10.3).
(iv) The algebra M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an action :1 of
M3 & M$1 such that M0=M
:1
1 .
Proof. If the inclusion is compact and discrete, there exist, by 9.9 nor-
mal faithful conditional expectations from M1 to M0 and from M2 to M1 ;
conversely, by 11.1, the operator-valued weight constructed by the basic
construction from T1 is bounded, and, then, by 12.2, the inclusion is both
compact and discrete.
In that situation, we get that the multiplicative unitary comes from com-
pact and discrete quantum group, i.e. a finite-dimensional Kac algebra
([ES2], 6.6.1). Let T $1 be an operator-valued weight from M1 to M0
(which is proportional to T1 by 11.1, and, therefore bounded), and let T $2
be the operator-valued weight constructed by 10.3 from M2 to M1 (which
is proportional to T2 by 11.1, and therefore bounded), and T $3 from M3 to
M2 (which is bounded by 12.1).
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Let now take (xi) in M2 & M$0 , such that the vectors 4T $2(xi) are an
Hilbert basis of H1 . As, by 5.4, ?1(4T $2(xi) 4T $2(xi)*)=p4T $2(xi), 4T $2(xi) , we get,
using 10.7, and the fact that the restriction of T $2 is a trace, we have
T $2 b T $3(1)=7i T $2 b T $3(4T $2(xi) 4T $2(xi)*)
=7i T $2(xixi*)=7iT $2(xi*xi)=dim H1
and, therefore, using 12.1, we get that
dim H1=dim(M2 & M$0)=dim(M3 & M$1)=T $3(1) T $2(1)=T $2(1) T $1(1).
Let us take T $1(1)=1, i.e., let us suppose that T $1 is the conditional expecta-
tion T1 . Then, by ([K], 2.1), the index [M0 : M1] is equal to T $2(1), which
finishes the proof. K
12.11. Corollary [L]. Let M0/M1 be a depth 2 irreducible inclusion
of factors, and let us suppose there is a faithful conditional expectation from
M1 to M0 , and that the index [M1 : M0] is finite; then this index is an
integer n, the Hilbert space H1 has dimension n, M2 & M$0 and M3 & M$1 are
two Kac algebras of dimension n dual to each other; M2 is the crossed-
product of M1 by an action :1 of M3 & M$1 such that M0=M
:1
1 .
Proof. Let T1 be the conditional expectation from M1 to M0 ; then, by
([K], 2.1), we get that the index [M0 : M1] is equal to T2(1), where T2 is
the operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 given by the basic construction.
So, by hypothesis, T2 is bounded, and the result comes from 12.10. K
12.12. Corollary (Ocneanu’s theorem) [Da], [Sz]. Let M0/M1 be
an irreducible depth 2 inclusion of II1 -factors with finite Jones index
[M1 : M0]; then this index is an integer n, the Hilbert space H1 has
dimension n, M2 & M$0 and M3 & M$1 are two Kac algebras of dimension n,
dual to each other (the duality is given by the canonical trace on M3 & M$0 ,
which is isomorphic to L(H1)), and M2 is the crossed-product of M1 by an
action :1 of M3 & M$1 such that M0=M
:1
1 .
Proof. Clear, by ([K], 3.4). K
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